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Abstract
Title: Experimental and Computational Investigations of Type III Deep Eutectic
Solvents for BTX Removal from Light Naphtha
Author: Kyle McGaughy
Advisor: Dr. Toufiq Reza
Light naphtha is a crucial chemical feedstock that is used to make value-added
products from plastic to fuels. Whether it is derived from fossil fuels or renewable
resources, naphtha typically contains small fraction of aromatic contaminants such
as benzene, toluene, and xylene (BTX). Polar solvents such as sulfolane, ethylene
glycol, and glycerol are industrially used to separate BTX from naphtha. Each of
these solvents has some processing difficulties though, whether it be sulfolane
degrading and corroding equipment or ethylene glycol and glycerol not being
particularly selective for BTX over light naphtha. Some of the traditional solvents
used for naphtha purification can be mixed with new class of solvents to overcome
these difficulties though. For instance, Glycerol (Gly) and ethylene glycol (EG),
acting as hydrogen bond donors (HBD), can be combined with a hydrogen bond
accepting (HBA) salt such as methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide (METPB) to
form Deep Eutectic Solvents (DES). DES do not have the same shortcoming as
traditional BTX solvents in that they are liquids at low temperatures, have negligible
vapor pressures, and do not leach into cyclohexane if the polarity of HBA and HBD
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are favorable. DES properties can even be tuned by changing the ratio of the HBD
and HBA components. Selecting the correct DES for a specific application e.g., BTX
removal from naphtha though can be difficult as there are thousands of potential
candidate DES to choose from. Thus, a methodology for selection and evaluation of
solvents is needed. Therefore, screening solvents using computation methods was
the first step used to evaluate potential DES. This study utilized density functional
theory (DFT) modeling with a Conductor Screening Model (COSMO) to select
candidate DES for BTX removal from model light naphtha (cyclohexane). DES such
as EG and tetrabutylammonium bromide were modeled and the liquid-liquid
equilibrium (LLE) with a model naphtha phase of 2-10 mass% benzene in
cyclohexane was predicted. DES were made from a combination of various HBAs
and HBDs. HBDs considered were ethylene glycol and glycerol, given that they are
traditional

solvents

used

for

BTX

removal.

HBAs

considered

were

tetrabutylammonium bromide (N4444Br), tetrahexylammonium bromide (N6666Br),
choline chloride (ChCl), and methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide (METPB). This
resulted in 4 EG based DES and 4 Gly based DES, all of which were considered at
their respective eutectic ratios. COSMO was used to model these candidate DES to
first determine cyclohexane and BTX solubility and then LLE of the ternary system
(benzene-cyclohexane-DES). Of the evaluated DES those containing ChCl
performed worse than pure HBD, having less solubility for benzene, and were not
considered for evaluation by a process model. N6666Br containing DES had high
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solubility for cyclohexane and were also not considered for evaluation by a process
model. These DES would leach a majority of model naphtha into the solvent phase
and lead to poor separation.
DES pairs of METPB:EG, METPB:Gly, N4444Br:EG, N4444Br:Gly were evaluated
experimentally to determine the accuracy of model predictions for LLE equilibrium
at initial conditions of a 1:1.5 DES:naphtha mass ratio, 25°C, atmospheric pressure,
and with initial benzene mass%’s ranging from 2-10%. Cyclohexane was used as a
model naphtha compound. Overall, the model predictions for EG-based DES were
very accurate, with root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) below 1% for both
N4444Br:EG and METPB:EG. The glycerol systems were less accurately modeled,
with RMSD’s of 4% for N4444Br:Glycerol and 6% for METPB:Gly. At the specified
conditions N4444Br:EG removed the most benzene at 30±1%. METPB:EG and
N4444Br:Glycerol performed equally removing 19±2 and 20±2% respectively.
METPB:Glycerol was the worst performing DES only removing 9±1% of the
benzene from the organic phase. In addition to certifying model accuracy, mass
transfer kinetics were determined experimentally for these 4 DES. Half-life times, or
the time it takes to reach halfway to equilibrium concentration of benzene, were
determined for each DES. N4444Br:EG had the shortest time at 3.5 minutes, followed
by METPB:Gly at 3.6 minutes. N4444Br:Gly and METPB:EG had longer half-life
times at 7.5 and 8.1 minutes respectively. These mass transfer kinetics and
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equilibrium were results were then used in a process model to evaluate DES
performance in removing benzene from model naphtha.
A basic process model involving serial mixing, phase separation, and vacuum
flashing was used to evaluate DES made of N4444Br and MEPTB paired with EG and
glycerol to purify a 1 tonne/hr stream of model naphtha containing 10 mass%
benzene. A series of 7 mixing and phase separation units were used to remove
benzene from the model naphtha. These had a 1:1.5 DES:naphtha feed ratio (overall
ratio of 4.67:1) and operated at 25°C and 1 bar. This low temperature and pressure
in the absorption unit is one of the advantages of DES, as traditional processes
operate at 120°C and elevated pressures. The vacuum flash unit operated at 45°C and
0.01 bar and was used to remove the extracted benzene and leached cyclohexane
from the DES before it was recycled. Notably none of the evaluated DES leached
into the naphtha product (from the absorption unit) or the benzene product (from the
vacuum flash unit) which is common in traditional processes. N4444Br containing
DES removed most of the benzene in the initial stream but also leached up to half of
the starting cyclohexane away from the naphtha product phase. N4444Br removed the
most benzene of the DES at 92% while leaching 47% of the initial cyclohexane.
METPB:EG removed 71.6% of the initial benzene but leached far less cyclohexane
at only 10 mass% and was the best performing DES. These results are promising and
show the methodologies used for selected DES are useful in both eliminating poor
candidates and accurately predicting the performance of candidate solvents. Future
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works will consider a wider array of initial solvents as well a more comprehensive
process model to evaluate candidate solvents more completely.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Light Naphtha and Solvent Extraction
The production and refinement of hydrocarbons is an enormous global industry. In
2018 the United States produced more than 4 billion barrels of crude oil and imported
an additional 1.1 billion barrels (3 million m3 total per day).1 Of the multitude of
products made from crude oil fractional distillation, light naphtha is one of the more
desirable portions. Naphtha is generally defined as the combination of light
hydrocarbons, but mostly ranging from pentane to octane. Traditionally naphtha is
made from crude oil refining, but naphtha can also be made from renewable sources
of fuels.2 Naphtha is usually converted into feedstocks for other chemical processes
such as polymerization processes or into gasoline and jet fuel.3–5 For gasoline
production naphtha is treated at an isomerization unit to increase the amount of
octane, whereas for plastics a cracking unit is used to make ethylene. In either case,
it is undesirable to have contaminates in the naphtha product. This is especially true
for aromatic species such as benzene, toluene, and xylene (referred to as a group as
BTX). BTX can be removed in a variety of ways, but most of these processes contain
harsh chemicals or expensive processing. Sulfolane (CAS Registry# 123-33-0) is the
most common solvent used in naphtha purification.6 Sulfolane is used with extractive
distillation units to remove aromatic impurities (including BTX) from naphtha and
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is extremely effective with removal rates of BTX up to 99%. Other chemicals,
particularly polar compounds that are immiscible with nonpolar organics, can also
be used in aromatic extraction form naphtha. This includes compounds such as
ethylene glycol, glycerol and propylene carbonate.7 Figure 1 shows a block flow
diagram for naphtha purification via sulfolane using a standard process of extraction,
purification ,and recycling. The aromatic rich naphtha feed is mixed with fresh
sulfolane at 120°C, where the BTX species move into the solvent phase.6 The
sulfolane, now rich in aromatics, is then sent to a stripper where any light organics
(cyclohexane, hexane, pentane) are removed and recycled back to the first extraction
unit. The sulfolane and BTX are then sent to a recovery unit where the aromatics are
removed as a product stream through a simple flash operation under vacuum.6 A final
purification step is done to regenerate the sulfolane solvent and remove any heavier
species such as tars or solids before being recycled back to the first extraction unit.
Many operational specifics of the sulfolane process are proprietary and depend on
the specific company (such as removal of trace sulfolane from water in the
‘Unknown’ process in Figure 1), but the general process is still aromatic extraction
followed by solvent regeneration with various separation and recycling steps to
increase overall efficiency and product yield.
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Figure 1. Sulfolane Purification Process for Naphtha; over 99% of aromatics can be
removed from the hydrocarbon stream at the cost of using a toxic solvent.6
One of the drawbacks of sulfolane use is that it degrades in the presence of oxygen
into sulfuric acid. To mitigate this degradation sulfolane is purified after recovery
from its use in extractive distillation using water washing (to remove the acid
byproduct).6 Recent advances have made the production of sulfolane greener by
eliminating the formation of toxic byproducts.8 However, sulfolane itself is still toxic
and can pose an environmental risk. The USEPA has listed sulfolane under the Toxic
Substance Control Act (TSCA) inventory as a toxic substance.9 Despite advances in
sulfolane manufacturing, the solvent itself is a hazard meaning its risk to the
environment can only be mitigated so far.10 For naphtha purification to continue to
progress towards green technologies, new solvents are needed that have both green
manufacturing methods and pose less of an environmental impact in their use.
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1.2 Deep Eutectic Solvents
Industrial processes that utilize solvents to absorb or extract solutes are oftentimes
limited by the physical properties of those solvents. Sulfolane has been the most
common BTX extraction solvent for naphtha because its properties fit the specific
application so well (excellent capacity, selectivity, phase separation behavior, etc.).
To replace sulfolane a new solvent must match these properties without the downside
of being toxic to the environment. Some of the alternatives to sulfolane can be helpful
in narrowing in on specific candidate solvents (e.g. ethylene glycol and glycerol).
Deep eutectic solvents (DES) are a new class of solvents that are made from multiple
different components, usually a salt or metal halide and acid, that combine to make
a liquid at room temperatures. DES can optimize a solvent’s physical properties by
changing both the components that are mixed together and the ratio at which they are
mixed. Choline chloride (ChCl) and urea at a 1:2 molar ratio was first shown to have
a deep eutectic interaction by Abbot et al. in 2003.11 The DES formed, commonly
called reline, has a melting point of 12°C compared to that of 302°C for choline
chloride and 133°C for urea. Figure 2 shows how the concentration of the two
components effect the melting point of the resulting DES.
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Figure 2. Urea and choline chloride show a severely depressed melting point when
mixed at a 2:1 ratio respectively. Reproduced with permission from Abbot et al.11
Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society
Since the discovery of reline, additional DES have been shown to form using
hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA) of quaternary phosphonium and ammonium salts
along with hydrogen bond donors (HBD) of nearly any compound with an acidic
hydrogen.12–14 Choline chloride and urea belong to Type III DES, which are the most
promising candidates for selecting green solvents (Type I use metal chlorides and
Type II use metal hydrates which often contain heavy or toxic metals). Type III DES
have been shown to form through the combination of HBA that are halide salts such
as quaternary-alkyl ammonium halides, alkyl-triphenyl phosphonium halides,
trimethyl hydroxyl ammonium halides (such as choline chloride), and a variety of
species with nitrogen containing ring structures (both aromatic and nonaromatic).11,13,15,16 Type III DES HBD has even larger variety with alcohols, phenols,
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carboxylic acids, amides, and polyols being common.13,15,17 The defining
characteristic of Type III DES is they form through shared hydrogen bond
interactions, which create complex dipoles throughout the solution. Figure 3 shows
an interpretation of these bonds by Ashworth et al. in which the chloride forms a
complex anion with urea.18

Figure 3. Possible Hydrogen Bonding Interaction In DES Formed By Choline
Chloride Urea. Reproduced with permission from Ashworth et al.18 Copyright 2021
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics
Common applications for these DES have ranged from the removal of metal oxides
from water to purifying diesel and capturing CO2.12,19–21 DES are excellent
candidates for the removal of BTX from naphtha as common Type III DES have
already been shown to have high selectivity for aromatic compounds. Kareem et al
found that methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide (METPB) and ethylene glycol
(EG) at a 1:2 molar ratio forms a Type III DES that is more selective for aromatics
in hexane than sulfolane (selectivity ratio of 80 compared to 60 for DES and
sulfolane respectively).22 These results are promising, however these experiments
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used massive amounts of DES with feed ratios matching the mass flow rate of
hexane, even with aromatic concentrations below 5%. Efficient and practical use of
DES in naphtha purification must show high selectivity and little solvent loss to the
raffinate compared to sulfolane but must also outperform the traditional solvent when
considering the cost of pumping, heating, and purification. For these reasons, a study
on liquid-liquid equilibrium is not sufficient to conclude that DES can replace
sulfolane. A system model and analysis can help make this conclusion though. Given
the sheer volume of possible Type III DES (made from a quaternary ammonium or
phosphonium halide with a hydrogen bond donor) it would be difficult to select the
right solvents to complete this analysis with. Rather than selecting blindly, there must
be a selection and modeling methodology used to systematically analyze DES based
on the interaction between thermophysical properties and system feasibility in
naphtha purification.
1.3 Experimental Methods Used to Evaluate DES Behavior
DES have been analyzed with similar methodology to ionic liquids (IL), an
analogous class of chemicals formed by discrete cations and anions which are liquids
at low temperatures. The main difference is that the eutectic interaction is not
necessarily ionic in nature. Rather, there are a wide range of weak, neutral, and strong
hydrogen bonding interactions that occur within DES (rather than the simplified
ionic interaction in IL’s).18 D’Agostino et al. demonstrated with Pulse Field
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Gradient-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (PFG-NMR) that DES
behavior, on a molecular level, varies greatly depending on the individual
compounds used in the DES.23,24 In other words, each pair of HBA and HBD have
unique interactions that are difficult to guess based on only knowing how the
individual components behave. Faraone et al. explored this topic by investigating
choline chloride and glycerol based DES ( referred to as glyceline when at a 1:2
molar ratio respectively) and finding that choline chloride does not have strong
interactions with glycerol even though the compounds display eutectic behavior
similar to reline (which does have strong interactions between the HBA and HBD).25
Since DES display such a wide range of molecular level behaviors, it is necessary to
use a set of measurements that either capture all the detail of those interactions (such
as PFG-NMR) or one that groups these interactions into simpler (but still valuable)
behaviors. Solvatochromic evaluation is one such method that simplifies
intermolecular behaviors by using molecular probes, or dyes, to characterize
hydrogen bonding behavior.26,27 Most of these dyes are zwitterionic species with
aromatic rings, such as 4-nitroaniline and N,N diethyl 4-nitroaniline, that have varied
Ultraviolet and Visible (UV-Vis) spectra depending on the environment they are
in.28,29 Figure 4 shows a common solvatochromic dye, Reichard’s Dye 30 or 2,6Diphenyl-4-(2,4,6-triphenylpyridin-1-ium-1-yl)phenolate, and its visible spectra in
various solvents. In solvents such as methanol the dye absorbs light around 500nm,
where as in a less polar solvent like dichloromethane the dye absorbs light around
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700nm.30,31 By comparing light absorption spectra to known standards, DES polarity
can be quickly measured with these dyes.

Figure 4. Solutions and UV/VIS Spectra Betaine dye 30 (Reichardt’s Dye 30) in (a)
methanol, (b) ethanol, (c) 1-octanol, (d) N,N-dimethylacetamide, and (e)
dichloromethane Adapted with permission from Machado et al. 32 Copyright 2021
American Chemical Society.
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In addition to revealing how polar a solvent is, solvatochromic dye behavior can be
compared to reveal how solvents interact with dyes with intermolecular bonding such
as hydrogen bonding. The hydrogen bonding capabilities of solvents are generally
described by the Kamlet-Taft parameters α, β, and π*.33–36 These parameters refer to
the solvents ability to donate hydrogen bonds (α), accept hydrogen bonds (β), and
polarizability (π*).37 α and β are not measurements of acidity and basicity, as there
is assumed to be no dissociation of the hydrogen. These parameters were first used
by Kamlet and Taft (and later with Abboud and Abraham) to describe the polar
behavior of solvents by relating α, β, and π* to solvent properties that are influenced
by polar forces.33–36 Eq. 1 below shows the general relationship used, where XYZ is
some polarity related property, XYZo is the same property referenced in a nonpolar
medium, α is hydrogen bonding donating ability, β is hydrogen bonding accepting
ability, π* is polarizability, and a, b, and s are all constants.38,39
𝑋𝑌𝑍 = 𝑋𝑌𝑍𝑜 + a𝛼 + 𝑏𝛽 + 𝑠𝜋 ∗

Eq 1.

These dyes and solvatochromic parameters are useful experimental tools to analyze
DES bonding, since it simplifies the multiple hydrogen bonding interactions that
occur within the molecule to a single reading of how the molecule can interact with
other species. For the purpose of removing BTX from naphtha it is more important
to know the interactive capabilities of DES with solutes, rather than the
intercomponent bonding that occurs between the HBA and HBD. By using
solvatochromic dyes and the Kamlet-Taft parameters, it is possible to know how
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changes in composition and concentration change the hydrogen bonding capabilities
and polarity of the DES. Since DES phases that are miscible with cyclohexane would
typically be polar, using parameters that focus on characterizing polar interactive
forces can be useful in explaining what property of DES is contributing to benzene
solubility.
Previous research has found that sulfolane based solvents work primarily through
having a similar polarity to benzene, with the main absorption mechanism being
through Van Der Waals interactions.40,41 Kamlet-Taft parameters additionally show
that benzene has the ability to accept hydrogen bonding as well, with a β parameter
of 0.10.33 With the use of solvatochromic dyes both the polarity and ability to interact
with hydrogen bonding can be quickly determined. These measurements are still
limited in their applicability to selecting the best solvent for naphtha purification, as
the experiment preparation of each solvent for analysis is time consuming. To
analyze the variety of solvent possibilities that exist in Type III DES, computational
methods are needed as well.
1.4 Conductor Screening Model (COSMO) for DES Properties
Experimental methodologies are limited in their capacity to process the enormous
possible combinations of components that can be used to make DES (which can even
have varying ratios of HBA:HBD). Computation methods are therefore required to
screen and process DES. However, modeling DES solvents and the eutectic
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interactions are not straight-forward, as electrostatic interactions along with partial
hydrogen bonding and solvation shells result in complex bonding networks.23,42
Depending on the type of HBA and HBD being modeled, methods such as the nonrandom two liquid model (NRTL), which predict phase equilibria based on molecule
dependent activity coefficients, can have errors up to 20% when predicting the
solubility of salts in Type III DES.43 Multiple studies have even found that
considering eutectic interactions for DES compounds made less accurate predictions
than considering ideal solutions when using perturbed chain statistical associating
fluid theory (PC-SAFT) based models.44,45 These methods need adjustments to
account for the hydrogen bonding that occurs in the DES, but the extent and type of
bonding varies even within the category of Type III DES.18,25 Furthermore, as HBA
and HBD interact electron density is shifted around the molecules, inducing various
dipoles that effect even non-hydrogen based electrostatic interactions.46 Therefore,
molecular simulations and probabilistic models are required to evaluate DES solvent
properties at higher accuracies.
Density functional theory (DFT) is one such method for modeling the interactions
between molecules by first determining electron distribution. COSMOthermTR is a
software suite from Dassault Systèmes (previously Cosmologic.de) that utilizes DFT
calculations to determine electrostatic interactions in liquids via a Conductor
Screening Model (COSMO).47 This modeling methodology specifically focuses on
electrostatic interactions as well as hydrogen bond affinities, which is more relevant
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for DES as it represents the ionic bond in the halide salt as well as the eutectic
hydrogen bond that is formed. Previous studies have used COSMOtherm to predict
solubility of hexane and benzene in hydrophilic quaternary ammonium salt based
DES.48,49 Overall, the predictions have been relatively close with root mean square
deviations averaging 5%. However, the modeling methodologies are not always
transferrable among solvents. A successful method for reline (choline chloride: urea
1:2 molar ratio) that considers its unique hydrogen bonding states is likely to be
unsuccessful for a DES such as tetrabutylammonium bromide (N4444Br) and glycerol
(Gly) that do not have the same bonding and intermolecular behaviors.
COSMO modeling is essentially a surface model where the strength of interactions
between molecules is determined by the electron density of the outer surface of the
molecules. A molecule’s outer surface is segmented into different zones, and DFT
calculations are completed to determine what areas are electron rich and electron
deficient. This map of electron density is then used with Eq. 2, which shows the
objective function that is used to determine the lowest energy state in the system, to
predict properties such as phase distribution of liquid mixtures and vapor-liquid
equilibrium. µs(σ) refers to the potential of a particular surface segment caused by a
difference in electron density difference. Epair is the energy associated with the
interaction between the segment of interest and some nearby surface (σ’). ρs(σ) is the
sigma potential of the solution and T and k and the temperature and Boltzmann
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constant respectively. This calculation is completed for each surface segment of a
molecule and all of its neighbors iteratively.17,50,51

µ𝑠 (𝜎) = −𝑘𝑇 ln {∑𝜎′ exp [

−𝐸𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝜎 ,𝜎′ )+µ𝑠 (𝜎′ )
𝑘𝑇

]} + 𝑘𝑇 ln(𝜌𝑠 (𝜎))

Eq 2

One of the limitations of the existing COSMO models, and other DFT models that
evaluate electrostatic interactions of DES, is that intermolecular forces that
redistribute electron density rapidly drive up the complexity and computational
effort. To overcome the limitation, several studies that have used COSMO for
predicting DES behavior have assumed that electron density of solutions, noted with
sigma (σ, unit of e/Å2), are linear combinations of the component species’ electron
density.47,52,53 However, the charge density of these solutions are not exactly linear
combinations.50 Figure 5 shows sigma profiles (sigma profiles are charge density
distribution profiles) for some simple compounds. Hexane is shown to have a narrow
distribution of electron density, meaning that the entire molecule has a consistent
charge on its outer surface. Water is shown to have an extremely dispersed profile,
meaning that electron density on some portions of the molecule are electron rich
(have a negative charge, or positive electron density) while some are electron
deficient (have a positive charge, or negative electron density). These are benchmark
examples of nonpolar and polar species respectively.
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Figure 5. Electron Density Distribution Profile (Sigma Profiles) for Sample Polar
and Non-Polar Compounds.
Where the electron density distribution can give information of possible nonbonding
interactions its associated potential, noted as µ(σ) and referred to as sigma potential
(kcal/mol Å2), can be used to elucidate intermolecular bonding capabilities. Figure 6
shows a sigma potential profile for a Type III DES made of tetraoctylammonium
bromide and decanoic acid and all of its individual components. Where the X-axis in
sigma profiles plots is the charge density of the molecule, the X-axis in sigma
potential profiles is the charge density of the environment around the molecule.
Negative sigma potential values show energetically favorable interactions, and
potentials at high and low charge densities (values outside of approximately ±0.01
e/Å2) can be used to predict if a molecule will participate in hydrogen bonding. The
HBA, tetraoctylammonium bromide (N8888Br) has extremely negative values at
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lower electron densities, meaning that it will readily accept a hydrogen bond.
Decanoic acid has negative potentials at both high and low electron charge densities
indicating that it will both give a hydrogen bond and accept a hydrogen bond
respectively. This is the expected profile for a weakly acidic carboxylic acid (it
should be noted this model assumes no protonation, but rather shared electron density
or deficiency between atoms).54 Figure 6 also shows that there are significant
deviations in the area associated with hydrogen bond donation in around 0.15 e/Å2,
meaning that the environment must have electron density above 0.015 to encourage
hydrogen bond donation from the DES to the environment.
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Figure 6. Sigma Potential Of N8888Br And Decanoic Acid HDES with Respect to
Charge Density
The COSMOtherm software suite, along with an understanding of electrostatic
modeling, can be used to quickly determine whether a DES is compatible for BTX
extraction from naphtha. This selection methodology would be far faster than simply
experimentally evaluating all possible DES. Additionally, with the understanding of
a DES based purification system via a system model of the process, DES could be
screened without even needing preliminary experiments. Thus a full study on how to
screen for DES with a framework to determine which properties matter the most for
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system feasibility is necessary to make the full use of the enormous potential offered
by Type III DES.
1.5 Previous Research on DES Use in Aromatic Separation from Aliphatic Solvents
Existing literature on DES use for the removal of BTX from aliphatic solvents
includes a limited range of tetra alkyl ammonium salts, mono hydroxyl ammonium
salts, and phosphonium salts. Hadj-Kali et al. summarized the literature on this topic
in a 2017 review.16 In general the review found that examined DES had a selectivity
between 20 and 50 of benzene over cyclohexane at infinite dilution. When attempting
to evaluate experimental studies with a comparable model, the authors found that
cyclohexane systems were particularly difficult to model in COSMO, with root-mean
square deviations averaging around 30%, which is quite high.16,49 Notably, the 2017
study by Salleh et al. did not include ethylene glycol in the experimental evaluation
of the DES. While Salleh et al. were able to use COSMO to qualitatively rank various
Type III DES for their ability to remove benzene from cyclohexane, their work was
not able to achieve RMSD’s below 30% using the COSMO modeling method.
Predicted selectivities of benzene compared to cyclohexane were generally below 5,
with a few exceptions. These are far lower than the selectivities reported in the other
studies included in Hadj-Kali et al.’s review.
Using toluene and heptane as model compounds for a unrefined naphtha stream,
Kareem et al. experimentally evaluated ethyltriphenylphosphonium iodide DES for
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toluene extraction at various temperatures.55 The HBA was paired with both ethylene
glycol and sulfolane at ratios between 1:6 and 1:10. Selectivity and distribution
coefficients for the toluene ranged widely from below 5 to 65 and from nearly 0 to
0.6 respectively. More importantly, the trends of both selectivity and distribution
coefficients were found to have varying trends with changes in temperature and
HBA:HBD ratio with respect to the solvent:feed ratio.55 In other words, it is difficult
to predict how these, or similar, DES would perform without extensive experimental
data. Figure 7 shows the DES in this study and how increasing both temperature and
toluene concentration in the model naphtha phase affects toluene’s distribution
coefficient in the final liquid-liquid equilibrium (LLE). DES 1-3 refer to
ethyltriphenylphosphonium iodide and ethylene glycol DES at ratios of 1:6, 1:8, and
1:10 respectively. DES 4-6 refer to ethyltriphenylphosphonium iodide and sulfolane
DES at ratios of 1:4, 1:6, and 1:8 respectively.
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Figure 7. Distribution Coefficients (β) of toluene in a DES:Toluene:Heptane system
at varying toluene concentrations. Adapted with permission from Kareem et al. 55
Copyright 2021 The Journal of Chemical Thermodynamics
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Molecular simulations are a different type of computational model that can also be
used to predict DES performance. METPB and ethylene glycol have been examined
using dynamic molecular simulations for removing benzene from hexane with some
positive results. Kumar et al. developed a dynamic molecular simulation model that
utilized experimental data with some promising results.22,56 Using METPB:EG at a
1:4 ratio they attempted to reproduce Kareem et al.’s 2012 experimental data using
equimolar DES and model naphtha feed.22 Model performance varied with benzene
concentration, with model predictions of benzene concentration in the DES phase
being between 10 and 40% too low.56 The most significant finding from this study,
in regards to future research, is that Van Der Waals interactions between the DES
and benzene are 3 times as high as electrostatic interactions (approximately -33 and
-8.9 kJ/mol respectively).56 Though there is a difference, both of these parameters
are shown to be very significant. Through the lens of COSMO and conductor based
modeling, this means that both polar and non-polar interactions must be accurately
accounted for to give meaningful predictions.
Tetraalkylammonium based DES have the potential to have very long chain lengths
that have significant Van Der Waals interaction potentials. Given the findings in
Kumar et al.’s molecular simulation study, these HBD should be promising for
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removing aromatics from aliphatic compounds.56 Salleh et al. examined both
tetrabutylammonium bromide and chloride paired with triethylene glycol and
sulfolane as part of a larger study on the removal of benzene from cyclohexane that
was previously discussed.49 Similar to the rest of the study, DES that contained
tetrabutylammonium bromide (N4444Br) and chloride were not able to be accurately
modeled using COSMO-RS. When evaluating the distribution coefficients for
benzene in cyclohexane, the N4444Br DES predicted by COSMO were nearly 5-6
times higher than those measured experimentally. Figure 8 is taken from Salleh et
al.’s study and shows the discrepancy between predicted values and experimentally
determined values.
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Figure 8. Distribution Ratio of Benzene Between DES and Cyclohexane Phases.
Adapted with permission from Salleh et al.49 Copyright 2021 The Journal of
Chemical Thermodynamics

In most of the discussed experimental and modeling studies, the lowest concentration
evaluated is 10 mass% benzene in the aliphatic phase. For light naphtha feeds, the
aromatic portion is typically in the 10-20% mass% range.57,58 For evaluating the
potential of DES in the removal of aromatics from light naphtha feeds, there needs
to be a specific focus on examining liquid-liquid extraction at realistic aromatic
concentrations. Additionally, many of the studies use the same HBA:HBD ratio,
regardless of the actual ratio that gives the lowest melting point. To standardize the
comparisons between DES it should be a priority to either examine DES’s
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exclusively at the eutectic point or to include ratios that are both deficient and
excessive in HBD; in other words before and after the eutectic point. Inconsistent
consideration of different DES, where some are at the eutectic point and some have
excess HBD, gives another variable to consider when determining why there may be
differences in performance between combinations of different HBA and HBD.

1.6 Project Objectives
Sulfolane, though effective at removing benzene, toluene, and xylene from naphtha,
poses a serious risk to the environment. Type III deep eutectic solvents made from
phosphonium or ammonium salts paired with a hydrogen bond donor may be able to
replace sulfolane in the naphtha purification process through using similar absorption
mechanisms. The experimental evaluation of Type III DES is problematic in that
slight changes in concentration or functionality (e.g. changing the HBA from
methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide to ethyltriphenylphosphonium) can have
drastic effects on the properties of the DES. For the efficient screening of DES
candidates for naphtha purification, a method that is based on knowledge of sulfolane
absorption is needed. Sulfolane is an effective solvent for BTX removal from
naphtha due to its high capacity for BTX (due to similar electron density distribution
and favorable Van Der Waals interactions with BTX) and its high selectivity (due to
its polarity differences with naphtha). Thus, a screening method that considers
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electron density distribution and liquid-liquid equilibrium distribution would be
useful for selecting DES solvents for use in naphtha purification. It is hypothesized
that density functional theory-based modeling that considers each DES component
as an individual unit followed by conductor screening methods using COSMO that
consider intermolecular effects on electron density distribution will be adequate to
substitute a majority of experimental screening for the selection of DES for liquidliquid extraction based on these parameters. Promising candidate DES can then be
experimentally evaluated to confirm the modeling results (which would be liquidliquid equilibrium phase distribution for all species and selectivity and capacity for
BTX) and to add additional information such as kinetic parameters for absorption.
With both thermophysical properties generated by COSMO and extraction
processing parameters confirmed via experiments, a system model can be completed
that evaluates DES for BTX removal form naphtha at scales similar to the industrial
standard. Evaluating multiple solvents from amongst the candidate DES will
elucidate not only the economic feasibility of each DES but also the system
sensitivity to changes in DES properties and kinetic absorption parameters. With this
screening model and understanding of DES processing sensitivity it will be far easier
in the future to evaluate green solvents to replace sulfolane.
This research will have three main objectives in evaluating the hypothesis. The first
is to establish screening criteria for evaluating DES in a phase transfer process,
specifically liquid-liquid extraction of BTX from cyclohexane. This will be done by
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relating experimentally determined parameters that are known to correlate to
absorption behavior to computational parameters generated by the COSMO program.
These experimental parameters will be the Kamlet-Taft values of α, β, and π*; which
are hydrogen bond donating affinity, hydrogen bond acceptance affinity, and
polarizability respectively. These values will be compared to modeling parameters
of charge density distribution (density of e/Å2, referred to as σ) and its associated
potential (kcal/mol Å2,reffered to as µ(σ)). The general screening criteria will be to
first determine which Kamlet-Taft values are desirable in the solvent, then to
translate those values into σ and µ(σ) profiles that can be screened by COSMO.
The second main objective of this work is to utilize the screening methodology to
evaluate solvents in their ability to remove BTX from cyclohexane. This evaluation
will look at factors that can be calculated computationally with the aforementioned
methods (such as solvent loss to the alkane phase and selectivity for aromatics) and
experimental parameters such as the phase transfer kinetics of BTX into the DES
phase. This objective will confirm the thermodynamic validity of the COSMO model
and additionally confirm if the selection criteria for the Kamlet Taft parameters or
electron density distribution profiles are useful indicators for absorption kinetic
parameters.
Lastly, a process evaluation will be done to determine the system feasibility of using
the solvents selected from the screening method in a naphtha purification system.
This system model will give further insight into the influence of DES properties on
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their applications. By understanding the influence of equilibrium and kinetic
parameters on the system feasibility of DES based processing for naphtha, future
analysis of newly discovered DES (or non type-III DES) will be easier with less
wasted effort on the experimental measurement of DES performance.

In summary, the main objectives of this work are;
1) Develop a screening method by relating BTX removal to α, β, and π*
parameters along with σ and µ(σ) profiles
2) Use these σ and µ(σ) profiles to screen for solvents for purifying naphtha of
BTX by computational with experimental confirmation
3) Complete a system model assessment for naphtha purification using DES to
determine if the selected solvents warrant more detailed analysis
This dissertation is organized into 4 Chapters, with this first one being dedicated to
background information and project objectives. Chapter 2 focuses on the modeling
efforts to create σ and µ(σ) profiles. Chapter 3 focuses on experimental measurement
of equilibrium and mass transfer kinetics for benzene-cyclohexane-DES systems as
well as some property measurements of DES. Chapter 4 discusses a process model
for evaluating solvents that were selected from previous chapters for BTX removal
from naphtha.
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Chapter 2
2.1 Solvent Screening by COSMO Modeling Suite
With the ultimate goal of crafting a flexible process model that can be used to select
solvent for removing aromatic species form naphtha, the first step is to create a
screening model that can be used to down select DES. Since there are so many
possible solvents its necessary to utilize computational resource to complete this
screening. Though past studies have had relatively high deviations when using the
COSMO modeling suite to examine aromatic and cyclic-hydrocarbon systems the
process is still useful when applied specifically to systems with low concentrations
of aromatic species.16,49,56 This chapter will explain the modeling methodologies and
how the main outputs from the COSMO modeling system can be used to down select
solvents for future experimental methods. As with any modeling method its
important to continuously refer to experimental and literature values and make
corrections to keep an accurate model. Fortunately, COSMO handles the light
naphtha DES systems well even at its default settings with careful molecular
modeling.
The COSMO modeling suite can be used in a variety of ways depending on the
systems being examined. For deep eutectic solvents using uncommon salts, such as
methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide or some of the quaternary ammonium salts,
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the molecules must first be modeled using a DFT based program to determine the
electron charge density of the surface, the optimal geometric configuration of the
individual atoms, and the possible geometric conformers. Depending on the
resolution of the system these individual steps can be completed at varying levels of
granularity. Thus each study that uses the modeling process should take care to be
explicit about the steps and settings used so that the results can be replicated. This is
especially important as the DFT basis sets and COSMO itself are constantly being
refined.
The set of DES selected for this study were based on solvents that are either already
known to be effective at removing aromatics from aliphatic (glycerol and ethylene
glycol) or well documented with experimental studies (choline chloride based DES).
This set also includes solvents that may be less toxic than sulfolane, though the final
goal of this study is not to evaluate sustainability of the individual solvents or their
green-ness, it is a very common theme in DES literature. The initial set of solvents
for screening by COSMO modeling is shown below in Table 1. This set of DES
includes both ammonium and phosphonium based HBA with a variety of functional
groups (phenol, hydroxyl, and alkyl chains) as well as polyols HBDs.
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Table 1. Selected DES for Initial COSMO Model Screening
Selected Solvents (HBA:HBD molar ratio)
N4444Br:Glycol 1:2
N6666Br:Glycol 1:2
ChCl:Glycol 1:2
METPB:Glycol 1:3
N4444Br:Glycerol 1:2
N6666Br:Glycerol 1:2
ChCl:Glycerol 1:2
METPB:Glycerol 1:3

Formula Notation
N(C4H9)4Br : (CH2OH)2
N(C6H13)4Br : (CH2OH)2
N(CH3)3(C2H4OH)Br : (CH2OH)2
P(Ph)3(CH3)Br : (CH2OH)2
N(C4H9)4Br : C3H8O3
N(C6H13)4Br : C3H8O3
N(CH3)3(C2H4OH) : C3H8O3
P(Ph)3(CH3)Br : C3H8O3

2.1 COSMO Modeling Methodologies
The following versions were used for each module of the COSMO modeling suite
which is copyright of Dassault Systems (formerly copyrighted by COSMOLogic);
TmoleX (TmoleX version 4.4.1), COSMOConfx (COSMOconfX Version 4.3
Revision 4677:4678M), COSMOtherm (COSMOtherm Version 19.0.4 Revision
4825:4826). When possible, molecules were used directly from the COSMOtherm
molecular database COSMOBase (Version 19.0). All geometric conformers were
also taken from this database when available. Molecules that were not included in
the database were generated using the procedure outline in Figure 14. All modeling
was completed using FIT computers at the Biofuels Research lab using Windows 10
operating system (Version 10.0.18363 Build 18363).
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For molecules not included in the COSMOBase database modeling began by creating
the molecule in TmoleX. For all molecules the initial geometric conformer used was
one of optimal geometry. SP3 hybridized atoms had a tetrahedral configuration, SP2
atoms had a trigonal configuration, etc. Bond lengths and dihedral angles were
determined by the automatic ‘clean up’ operation in TmoleX, shown in Figure 9.
Final values for bond lengths, dihedral angles and bond orders were determined by
the TmoleX program. For salts, only the cation was modeled in TmoleX; with a
designated positive charge. Each modeling procedure was completed as an
independent job in the program.

Figure 9. Tmolex Molecule Construction of Tetraoctylammonium Cation; Starting
with Ideal Geometry Based on Hybridization. Carbon is green, hydrogen is white,
and nitrogen is blue.
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Figure 9 shows the initial geometric configuration build in the TmoleX program for
tetraoctylammonium cation. Though the tetraoctylammonium cation is not evaluated
for BTX removal from naphtha due to its miscibility with non-polar solvents, its size
and variety of electron density makes it useful in demonstrating the COSMO
modeling process. All alkyl chains are symmetric and every C-H,C-C, and N-C bond
is identical. Carbon and nitrogen are both designated with SP3 hybridization and thus
have tetrahedral configurations. Nitrogen has been given a single positive charge,
and the overall molecule has also been given a single positive charge (both must be
specified otherwise the sum of charges of each atom will not equal that of the
molecule).
Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the before and after of geometric optimization. The
initial state of Figure 10 is adjusted iteratively to lower the overall energy of the
molecule. The lowest energy state has the optimal sum of energy from dihedral
angles, bonding lengths, atomic charges, and electron distribution.47,50 The first
adjustment is shown as black arrows ‘nudging’ each atom along a vector into what
is predicted as a more energetically favorable position. This process is repeated until
the change in energy between iterations is below a specified threshold (by default
1x10-5 Hartree).
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Figure 10. TmoleX Initial Molecular Geometry for Tetraoctylammonium Cation
With Atomic Adjustments to Minimize Energy. Black arrows indicate vector of
adjustment.

Figure 11. TmoleX Final Molecular Geometry for Tetraoctylammonium Cation; Two
'Kinks' in the Alkyl Tails Lowers Energy State
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Figure 12. Electron Density Distribution of The Surface Of Tetraoctylammonium
Cation. Green Denotes Electron Rich, And Blue Denotes Electron Deficient Surfaces
(Relative To Overall Charge)

Figure 12 shows the final electron density distribution along the outside surface of
the molecule. This is the surface that is described in electron density profiles in
potential profiles (ρ(σ) and µ(σ) respectively) and are commonly called Sigma
profiles. Sigma profiles are utilized by Equation 1, which shows the objective
function that is used to determine what the lowest energy state in the system. µ s(σ)
refers to the potential of a particular surface segment caused by a difference in
electron density difference. Epair is the energy associated with the interaction between
the segment of interest and some nearby surface (σ’). ρs(σ) is the sigma potential of
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the solution and T and k and the temperature and Boltzmann constant respectively.
This calculation is completed for each surface segment of a molecule and all of it’s
neighbors iteratively.17,50,51

µ𝑠 (𝜎) = −𝑘𝑇 ln {∑𝜎′ exp [

−𝐸𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 (𝜎 ,𝜎′ )+µ𝑠 (𝜎′ )
𝑘𝑇

]} + 𝑘𝑇 ln(𝜌𝑠 (𝜎))

Eq 1.

The output of the TmoleX molecular modeling was also used with the
COSMOConfx program for automatic conformer generation. Each molecule that
was modeled in TmoleX was also sent through conformer generation. The preset
BP-TVZP-COSMO (Basis Pursuit function-Tri Zeta Valence Polarized-COnductor
Screening MOdel)) job available in version 4.3 was used to generate the
conformers. Essentially large geometric adjustments were made and the resulting
configurations were compared to the original. The produced geometries were than
evaluated using the same optimization process used in TmoleX, and were then
grouped based on final energy values compared to the original configuration. These
calculations were done using TZVP level of calculation with ideal conductor
modeling, the same assumptions made in the modeling of the original
configuration.
Figure 13 shows the conformers generated for the tetrabutylammonium cation.
Though there are numerous different ways to configure the alkyl chains, the
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generated conformers can be grouped into the 3 specific arrangements shown. The
more energetically unfavorable the configuration, the less it matters for modeling
bulk phase behavior, since these are less likely to occur and thus have a low impact
on the overall properties of the solvents being modeled.

Figure 13. Conformers Generated by COSMOConfX for Tetrabutylammonium
Cation. Left conformer is a baseline with ideal geometry and minimized energy.
Middle conformer has two kinks on opposite sides of the molecule causing a higher
energy. Right conformer has two kinks adjacent, causing an even higher energy.

Once conformers were generated COSMOtherm was used to examine systems of
different DES. The ‘Liquid-Liquid Extraction’ function was used for determining
equilibria conditions with a specified mass of DES and model naphtha. This function
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was used to predict all experimentally measured equilibrium conditions that will be
discussed in Section 3. The ‘Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium’ function was used for
generating ternary data and tie lines between a DES phase, cyclohexane as a model
light naphtha compound, and benzene as a model for the aromatic phase. Specific
modeling conditions included the following adjustments to the default calculations;
iterative LLE determination with a maximum of 5000 calculation iterations and
specification that there is no solid-liquid equilibrium for the HBA. Ternary data
generated by this function was graphed in Matlab. Maximum solubility was
evaluated using the ‘Solubility with Multiple Solutes’ function, though each solute
was evaluated independently. Evaluation of multiple solutes was done in the LLE
modeling. Figure 14 summarizes the entire process from the initial molecular
structure to LLE outputs.
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Figure 14. Modeling General Process for COSMO Software Suite.
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The specific DES ratios selected for evaluation was based on literature for the
HBA:HBD ratio that gave the lowest melting point (eutectic ratio) or closest ratio
that was a liquid at 25°C. Since one of the undesirable traits of sulfolane is that its
separation process requires elevated temperatures (120°C+), it would be desirable to
select a DES that can operate near room temperature.6 Additionally, evaluating
specifically at the eutectic ratio also gives some consistency between the different
families of DES that are being modeled. For future applications different ratios of a
specific family may be evaluated, but the goal of this specific study is to cover a wide
range of DES for screening.
Table 2. Melting Point of DES and Pure Solvents
Solvent HBA:HBD
glycol
glycerol
cyclohexane
N4444Br:Glycol 1:2
ChCl:Glycol 1:2
METPB:Glycol 1:3
ChCl:Glycerol 1:2
METPB:Glycerol 1:3

Melting
(°C)
-12.959
17.860
661
-2562
-6663
-2562
-4064
-2565

Point

2.2 Modeled DES Results; Density of DES
Molecules that were not included in the COSMOBase database were modeled using
the process described in Section 2.1. This includes the following cations;
[Methyltriphenylphosphonium]+, [tetrabutylammonium]+, [tetrahexylammonium]+,
and [Choline]+. These cations were paired with either bromide or chloride and then
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a HBD to form a model DES. One of the first benchmarks for evaluating the accuracy
of the COSMO model is the density of the DES. Table 3 shows the predicted and
literature values for the density of many of the DES used throughout this study.
Glycerol, glycol, and benzene were also modeled using the methods in Section 2.1,
and their predicted densities are listed in Table 3 as well. Though these molecules
were sourced from COSMOBase for equilibrium modeling, given the high deviations
of previous models using these compounds it’s important to verify that all modeling
steps work for all compounds involved in the model. 16,49,56
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Table 3. Predicted and Actual Density of DES Modeled in COSMO at 25°C and 1
atm
Predicted
Density (g/L)
Glycol
1,057.8
Glycerol
1,176.2
Cyclohexane
769.4
N4444Br:Glycol 1:2
1,038.8
N6666Br:Glycol 1:2
996.7
ChCl:Glycol 1:2
1,123.1
METPB:Glycol 1:3
1,231.4
N4444Br:Glycerol 1:2
1,079.9
N6666Br:Glycerol 1:2
1,031.6
ChCl:Glycerol 1:2
1,181.4
METPB:Glycerol 1:3
1,266.6
*Density Referenced at 30°C
Solvent HBA:HBD

Solvent Reference
Density (g/L)
1110 66
1260 66
779
1,066.6 67*
1,007.8 21
1,117.4 68
1,250.1 68
1,135.6 67*
1,045.8 21
1,192.0 13
1,297.6 13

Solvent

Almost of the combined DES and pure compounds taken from COSMOBase have
predicted densities lower than expected, with the exception of ChCl:Glycol. The
most severe of these is glycerol, which is nearly 6.7% lower than the expected density
of 1,260 g/L at 1,176. Glycol is predicted to be 4.7% less dense than expected at
1,057 g/L compared to 1,110. N4444Br:Glycerol also has a density that is 4.9% lower
than expected at 1,079 g/L compared to 1,135.67 All other DES and pure compounds
are within 2.6% of the experimentally determined densities. These deviations, being
consistently lower than expected, could be due to either bond lengths in the
individual molecules being too long or due to intermolecular forces being predicted
as too low. Too weak of attractive forces would cause more space between molecules
as repulsive electrostatic forces between similarly charged surfaces push molecules
apart.
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2.3 Modeled DES Results; Electron Density
One of the main outputs of the COSMO model is the electron density, also known as
sigma or σ, plot of the molecules involved in the model. These plots are referred to
as sigma profiles where the area of sigma, ρ(µ), is plotted versus electron density (µ).
The total area under the curve of these profiles is the total area of the molecule. Figure
15 shows the sigma profiles of pure solvents sulfolane, ethylene glycol, and glycerol
as well as cyclohexane and benzene. These profiles are what are used by COSMO to
complete calculations, such as the ones used to predict solubility in Table 4. These
profiles can also be used with a basic understanding intermolecular forces to
qualitatively assess the driving forces behind desirable solvent-solute interactions.
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Figure 15. Sigma Profiles of Pure Solvents and Solutes
Benzene has two peaks where the electron rich peak at 0.006

𝑒
Å2

belongs to the
𝑒

delocalized aromatic π bonds and the electron deficient peak at -0.006 Å2 belongs to
the hydrogens. Please note that the sigma profile plot does not sum to zero across all
density values. It is not uncommon for there to be more surface area on either the
electron rich or deficient side. A solvent can be expected to favorably interact with
benzene if it has corresponding peaks that are electron rich or deficient. Sulfolane,
𝑒

for example, has two distinct peaks at -0.006 and 0.013 Å2 . The first peak is electron
deficient show the hydrogens that line the cyclic carbons. The electron rich peak is
due to the sulfur and oxygen. Notably sulfolane does not have significant surface
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area that is charge neutral. CO2 occupies the electron rich sulfur-oxygen area of
sulfolane when absorbed, while the electron deficient ring portion of sulfolane
interacts with adjacent sulfolane.69 Appendix A contains a related study on furfural
removal from water that explains these concepts even further.
Ethylene glycol and glycerol have very similar sigma profiles as shown in Figure 15.
Despite being the molar majority compound in all of the DES involved in this study,
the HBA dominates the sigma profiles of the DES. Figure 16 and Figure 17 show the
sigma profiles of ethylene glycol and glycerol based DES respectively. For the
quaternary ammonium bromide salts N4444Br and N6666Br, the non-polar arms of the
salts overshadow the polar portions of their corresponding HBD in areas that are
electron deficient. N4444Br:EG and N4444Br:Glycerol have electron deficient peaks at
-0.004 and -0.002
threshold of -0.0081

𝑒

respectively, well below the hydrogen bonding donating

Å2

𝑒 47,50
Å2

.

The sharp, electron rich peak in all DES is due to the

halide, which is the most electron dense portion of any of the DES. This peak is
𝑒

𝑒

located at 0.017 Å2 for bromide and 0.019 Å2 for chloride containing DES.
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METPB based DES have an additional peak at 0.002

𝑒
Å2

when paired with both

glycerol and ethylene glycol. This peak is due to π bonds in the phenyl functions
groups, which notably are less electron rich than benzene itself. This may be
advantageous for promoting HBD-benzene interactions, as the phenyl groups are less
electronegative than benzene. Choline Chloride containing DES have the most
electronegative peak occurring around -0.009

𝑒
Å2

,just beyond the hydrogen bonding
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threshold. Though the nitrogen atom already has 4 function groups and is positively
charged, this shows how uncovered it is compared to the nitrogen atom in either
N4444Br or N6666Br. Choline chloride also has the lowest charge neutral characteristic
of any of the DES. Given the expectedly large contribution of Van Der Waals
interactions to benzene solubility this may inhibit benzene solubility compared to the
other DES.56
Along with the electron density profiles presented, another key output from COSMO
is the sigma potential, or µ(σ), profile which shows how favorable an interaction is
between a molecule and a surface of a specific charge. A key difference between the
𝑒

sigma profile and sigma potential profile is that while the X-axis in both cases is Å2
in the sigma profile this value is attributed to the molecule itself and in the sigma
potential profile this value is attributed to a surface that is interacting with the
molecule. These profiles can usually be considered mirrors of one another. A larger
surface area in the electron deficient region on a sigma profile, the more favorable
an interaction that is predicted on the electron rich region of a sigma potential profile.
This is exactly what is seen with glycerol and ethylene glycol in Figure 18. The
electron deficient regions shown in Figure 15 for these species are due to hydrogens
that are available for hydrogen bonding. These corresponds with a negative potential
when interacting with electron rich surfaces, which would those that can accept
𝑒

hydrogen bonds. Though these thresholds for charges, above and below ±0.0081 Å2 ,
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are typically framed by considering hydrogen bonding it is important to consider
when hydrogen bonding isn’t available. For example, sulfolane has a large surface
area that is electron deficient due to the strong electron withdrawing effects of the
SO2 group, but this area can not contribute to hydrogen bonding as there are no
eligible hydrogens attached to either a halide, oxygen, or nitrogen.
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Figure 18. Sigma Potential of Pure Solvents and Benzene
The sigma potential profiles, µ(σ), for pure solvents are shown in Figure 18. There
are three basic types of profiles. Benzene and cyclohexane favor interactions with
neutrally charged surfaces, with the minimum potential occurring around 0

𝑒
Å2

.
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Sulfolane has a local minimum between the 0 and the hydrogen bonding threshold
𝑒

around 0.081 Å2 , showing a combination of favorable interactions with both neutrally
charged surfaces and those with slight electron density. Sulfolane also has an
increasingly favorable interaction displaying as a global minimum with electron
deficient surfaces that can interact with the electron rich SO2 group. Glycol and
glycerol both have favorable interactions with electron rich and deficient surfaces
𝑒

beyond ±0.081Å2 and less favorable, but still below a potential of 0

𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙
𝑚𝑜𝑙×Å2

,

interactions with neutral surfaces. All of the DES have similar profiles to their
respective HBD’s, as shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20 for ethylene glycol and
glycerol respectively. One important distinction between the pure HBD and the DES
is that all DES have a peak, unfavorable potentials around the electron deficient
𝑒

hydrogen bonding threshold of -0.081Å2 and electron rich surfaces with
𝑒

approximately 0.015-0.017 Å2 . The key point for these DES is that hydrogen bonding
with additional solutes is less favorable than strong electrostatic interactions as the
hydrogen bonding is what is allowing the DES to be a stable liquid at room
temperature.18 Appendix A has additional information on the differences in sigma
potential profiles of pure compounds and DES.
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2.4 Modeled DES Results; Solubility
Determining the maximum solubility of cyclohexane and BTX species can be an
efficient way to screen out DES that have either too high an affinity for cyclohexane
(or other naphtha compounds) or too low an affinity for aromatic species. Table 4
shows the predicted solubilities of cyclohexane and BTX species in some selected
DES as well as glycol and glycerol. The general trend from Table 4 is that
cyclohexane is the least soluble compound in the DES. The aromatics species are
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more soluble, but with decreasing solubility from benzene to toluene and with xylene
having the lowest solubility of the aromatics. Generally, the COSMO model seems
to overpredict the solubility of the aromatics in both pure solvents and in DES.
For pure ethylene glycol cyclohexane solubility is predicted to be 0.03 g/g solvent.
This value is fairly close to experimental measurements from literature that
determined cyclohexane solubility to be 0.02-0.04 g/g solvent.70 Similarly, the
predicted solubility of benzene at 0.17 g/g solvent is in range of experimentally
determined values of 0.17-0.2 g/g solvent.70 At 30°C ethylene glycol has a solubility
of 0.035 g/g solvent for toluene, which is significantly lower than the predicted 0.11
g/g solvent (predicted at 25°C).71
Cyclohexane solubility in ChCl:Glycol was predicted to be 0.03 g/g solvent, while
benzene was far more soluble at 0.13 g/g solvent. Cyclohexane solubility is slightly
higher than the 0.02g/g solvent that is reported for ChCl:Glycol at a 1:5 molar ratio,
but benzene is far higher than the 0.045 g/g solvent for the same DES.72 Usman et al.
measured the solubility of benzene in ChCl:Glycol at a 1:2 ratio at 30°C and reported
0.06 g/g solvent, which is still significantly lower than the predicted 0.13 g/g
solvent.73 Notably the solubility of all aromatic ChCl containing DES is lower than
the pure solvents. Glycerol has a predicted solubility of 0.11, 0.07, and 0.04 g/g
solvent for benzene, toluene, and xylene respectively. ChCl:Glycerol has lower
solubilities at 0.08, 0.05 and 0.03 g/g solvent for benzene, toluene, and xylene
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respectively. The predicted solubility of benzene at 25°C is close to the measure
solubility of 0.09 g/g solvent for ChCl:Glycerol at 30°C.73
N6666Br based DES, with the increased amount of alkyl nature due to the long 6
carbon chains, had far higher solubility for all compounds than the pure solvents.
N6666Br:Glycol and N6666Br:Glycerol had maximum solubilities of 0.17 and 0.13
g/g solvent for cyclohexane, approximately 6 times higher than their respective pure
HBD’s. Benzene solubility in N6666Br:Glycerol has been measured at 0.7 g/g
solvent, while the COSMO model predicted fully miscibility.21 N6666Br:Glycol was
also predicted to have full miscibility with benzene, which is consistent with
literature observations.21
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Table 4. Predicted Solubility of Cyclohexane and BTX in Selected DES and
𝑔 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒
Reference Solvents at 25°C. Solubilities are shown in 𝑔 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡. Literature
Experimental Values Shown in Paratheses.
Solvent

Cyclohexane

Benzene

Toluene

Xylene

Glycol

0.03 (0.02-0.04)70

0.17 (0.17-0.2)70

0.11 (0.035)71*

0.07

Glycerol

0.02

0.11

0.07

0.04

N4444Br:Glycol 1:2

0.11

MISC

0.52

0.33

N6666Br:Glycol 1:2

0.17

MISC (0.7)21

MISC

MISC

ChCl:Glycol 1:2

0.03

0.13 (0.06)73*

0.09

0.07

METPB:Glycol 1:3

0.05

0.35

0.21

0.14

N4444Br:Glycerol 1:2

0.08

0.45

0.28

0.20

N6666Br:Glycerol 1:2

0.13

MISC (MISC) 21

0.45

0.31

ChCl:Glycerol 1:2

0.02

0.08 (0.09)73*

0.05

0.03

METPB:Glycerol 1:3

0.03

0.22

0.14

0.09

*Referenced at 30°C

In addition to predicting the maximum solubility of BTX in each solvent,
COSMOtherm was also used to generated Liquid-Liquid Equilibrium (LLE)
diagrams for each solvent. All ternary diagrams are shown in Figure 21 and Figure
28. In general, the predicted LLE diagrams have either 1 or 2 phase separations.
Figure 21 shows LLE between N6666Br:EG, cyclohexane, and benzene which only
has phase separation between the DES and cyclohexane. The DES in this case is
miscible with benzene and has a phase separation with cyclohexane after 17 mass%
of cyclohexane in the DES phase. Figure 22 shows a DES LLE diagram with 2 phase
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separations between both METPB:Gly and cyclohexane and METB:Gly and
benzene. These diagrams will be particularly useful when determining phase
separations after mixing when modeling the extraction of BTX from cyclohexane in
chapter 4.

Figure 21. Predicted LLE of N6666Br:EG (1:2), Cyclohexane and Benzene at 25°C.
Concentrations in Mass Fraction
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Figure 22. Predicted LLE of METPB:Gly (1:3), Cyclohexane and Benzene at 25°C.
Concentrations in Mass Fraction

Figure 23. Predicted LLE of N6666Br:Gly (1:2), Cyclohexane and Benzene at 25°C.
Concentrations in Mass Fraction
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Figure 24. Predicted LLE of METPB:EG (1:3), Cyclohexane and Benzene at 25°C.
Concentrations in Mass Fraction

Figure 25. Predicted LLE of ChCl:EG (1:2), Cyclohexane and Benzene at 25°C.
Concentrations in Mass Fraction
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Figure 26. Predicted LLE of ChCl:Gly (1:2), Cyclohexane and Benzene at 25°C.
Concentrations in Mass Fraction

Figure 27. Predicted LLE of N4444Br:EG (1:2), Cyclohexane and Benzene at 25°C.
Concentrations in Mass Fraction
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Figure 28. Predicted LLE of N4444Br:Gly (1:2), Cyclohexane and Benzene at 25°C.
Concentrations in Mass Fraction
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Chapter 3
3.1 Solvatochromic Dye Measurements, Polarity, and Polarizability
Experimental measurements of DES properties are often used to predict how the
solvents will perform in solute extraction. One of these properties is polarizability,
which is distinctly different from polarity. While the electron density profiles
discussed in Chapter 2 show the relative charge of the surface of the DES,
polarizability describes how these charges can be shifted by outside influences.
Water is both polar and polarizable, while cyclohexane is non-polar and nonpolarizable. These properties are not mutually tied together though, since polarity is
based and symmetry without an outside influence, and polarizability is how electron
distribution is changed by an outside influence. This is particularly of interest when
considering benzene. Benzene has a symmetric distribution of electrons when
considering a plane along the aromatic carbon backbone, which means it is not polar.
However, polarity can be induced by an outside influence that shifts electron density
to one of the delocalized π-orbitals. Figure 29 shows this electron distribution on the
surface of benzene.
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Figure 29. Benzene Surface Electron Density. Bluer shading denotes
electron deficient regions (around hydrogens) while yellow shading
denotes electron rich regions (around carbon’s π orbitals)
DES can be influenced in the same way, and this effect can help dissolve species that
favorably interact with polar surfaces, such as the polarizable aromatics of benzene,
toluene, and xylene. Measuring polarizability is significantly more difficult than
polarity however, as it requires the introduction of a measurement device at a
molecular level. To this end solute dyes, such as functionalized 4-nitroaniline dyes,
are used. These dyes have a solvatochromic effect, where their ultraviolet and visible
light spectra change depending on the influence of their environment on their
different functional groups. Strong interactions from the environment can cause
solvatochromic dyes to have shorter or longer wavelength spectra. Relating the
strength of this environmental effect to molecular properties such as polarity or
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dipolarity through empirical relationships can then allow for measurements using
these dyes. 26,31,37
Solvatochromic dyes, or dyes that change color depending in the solvent they are in,
are useful for making measurements of the properties of DES.26,31,37 Molecular level
properties such as polarity and dipolarity are most commonly described by Kamlet
Taft parameters, which describe various polar properties of molecules empirically.
Equation 2 below shows the generalized form of Kamlet-Taft solvatochromic
parameters.
𝑋𝑌𝑍 = 𝑋𝑌𝑍𝑜 + a𝛼 + 𝑏𝛽 + 𝑠𝜋 ∗

Eq 2.

Where XYZ is some polarity related property, XYZo is the same property referenced
in a nonpolar medium, α is hydrogen bonding donating ability, β is hydrogen bonding
accepting ability, π* is polarizability, and a, b, and s are all constants.38,39 This
equation essentially states that by understanding how a property is affected by
polarity, changes in polar characteristics can have a quantified, predictable impact
on the described property.
Previously it was discussed how polar interactions only account for a small portion
of the favorable interactions that contribute to benzene solubility.56 Describing
polarity characteristics in multiple terms is more useful than simply using the
strength of the polar dipole as these terms can be related to a specific polarity related
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property in a more flexible manner (i.e. considering how dipole sensitivity affects
solubility of a solute rather than just examining the strength of the dipole). KamletTaft parameters may therefore be useful in selecting DES that have polar
characteristic favorable for benzene solubility by better describing the multiple
forces that contribute to benzene solubility.
Florindo et al. have demonstrated through experimental measurement of Kamlet-Taft
parameters that α and β are generally consistent within specific DES families.26 For
example, choline chloride paired with ethylene glycol will have nearly the same
hydrogen bond accepting and donating parameters (α and β) as choline chloride and
glycerol (specifically at the eutectic ratio).26 Cai et al. reported similar results with
respect to choline chloride based DES, were even significant changes in HBD
functionality resulted in little change to the Kamlet-Taft parameters.74 This
consistency in Kamlet-Taft parameters was also observed in quaternary ammonium
based DES when paired with carboxylic acids ranging from butanoic to decanoic
acids, even those this spans very hydrophobic to very hydrophilic characteristics.37
Given Equation 2 and knowing that α and β are generally consistent amongst similar
DES, making an informed selection of DES for BTX solubility should consider
solvents with π* parameters matching solvents that have a high solubility for BTX.
In other words, if a DES has similar Kamlet-Taft parameters to solvents such as
sulfolane, ethylene glycol, and glycerol it is probably a good solvent for BTX
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extraction. To evaluate this hypothesis the Kamlet-Taft parameters and BTX
solubility of the selected solvents were compared to the reference solvents.
3.2 Solvatochromic Dye Measurements Methodologies
Preparation of a solvatochromic dye was done with N,N, diethyl 4-nitroaniline (98%,
Combi-Blocks) and acetone (99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich). The dye was first tested by
direct addition to several reference solvents including; glycerol (99% Acros
Organics), ethylene glycol (99%, Acros Organics), DI water, cyclohexane (99.9%,
Fisher Scientific), Dimethyl sulfoxide (99.9%, Fisher Scientific), and acetone. The
dye was then retested by a solvent delivery method to expedite the experimental
process by first preparing a solution of 1.4x10-5 M dye in acetone and then
evaporating the solvent to deliver the dye directly to a cuvette. Samples had a
concentration of 2x10-5 to 2x10-7M when measured by the UV-Vis. All UV-Vis
measurements were taken with a DR6000 Hach UV-Vis spectrometer using a quartz
cuvette rated for 190nm-1100nm (Fischer Catalog #14-958-128). These
measurements were within 0.01 abs of the direct addition measurements. The solvent
delivery method was used for all measurements presented in this study. Additionally,
the Beer-Lambert law was evaluated in reference solvents (glycerol, ethylene glycol,
DI water, cyclohexane) to ensure that dye concentration was sufficiently low as to
not interact with itself. Equation

3 shows the Beer-Lambert law where A is

absorbance, ε is the molar absorbance coefficient (𝑀−1 𝑐𝑚−1 ), C is molar
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concentration (M), and b is the optical pathlength (cm). The dye had an R2 value of
0.999 for all reference solvents when evaluated at concentrations of 2x10-5 to 2x10-7
M mol/L of dye concentration in each solvent.
Eq. 3

𝐴 = 𝜀𝑏𝐶

DES were prepared to be evaluated by the solvatochromic dye. The following
chemicals were used for the DES; glycerol (99% Acros Organics), ethylene glycol
(99%,

Acros

Organics),

Choline

Chloride

(99%,

Acros

Organics),

methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide (98%, TCI), tetrahexylammonium bromide
(98%, Alfa Aesar), and tetrabutylammonium bromide (98%, Alfa Aesar) . The DES
were prepared according to the ratios from Table 1. DES components were first
combined at the specified ratios in a sealed flask at room temperature and then heated
to 50°C on a heating plate with gentle mixing. DES were allowed to cool to room
temperature (20°C) under natural cooling and were sealed with Parafilm to prevent
any moisture uptake from the environment.
Dipolarity was calculated from Equation 4, where 𝑉𝑖 is the wavenumber of either the
solvent, cyclohexane, or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as noted.26 In this scale the
solvent dipolarity is normalized between cyclohexane and DMSO at 0 and 1
respectively.

𝜋∗ = 𝑉

𝑉𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 −𝑉𝐷𝑀𝑆𝑂
𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑛𝑒 −𝑉𝐷𝑀𝑆𝑂

Eq 4.
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3.3 Mass Transfer Kinetics and Equilibrium Measurement Methodologies
Both experimentally determined and model predicted liquid-liquid equilibrium
between DES, cyclohexane, and BTX can be used to help select DES. However, this
is only one factor to consider when designing naphtha purification systems. Mass
transfer kinetics are another important factor that, unlike properties such as density
and viscosity, can be very difficult to predict with models. Thus, mass transfer
kinetics were measured experimentally to complement existing literature values for
DES properties as well as those predicted by the COSMO models previously
discussed. Additionally, these experiments were used to verify the predicted
equilibrium conditions. With the overall goal of estimating DES performance in a
full BTX removal process the measurement of kinetic parameters will help size the
purification units and give ranges of kinetic parameters compared to common
references such as the HBD components of the DES. If mass transfer kinetics in DES
are similar, or at least predictably related, to the HBD’s parameters in the same way
the polarity properties like the Kamlet Taft parameters are, entire families of DES
can be prioritized for evaluation. In other words, screening for DES components can
be expediated by evaluating first the candidate HBD components and then DES made
from those HBD’s that have favorable performance for BTX removal.
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Mass transfer kinetics were measured for benzene from cyclohexane into select DES;
METPB:EG (1:3), METPB:Glycerol (1:3), N4444Br:EG(1:2), N4444Br:Glycerol (1:2).
Benzene was selected as it accounts for over 95 mass% of aromatics in light
naphtha.75 Initial concentrations of benzene ranged from 2-10 mass% with a
solvent:solute ratio reflecting those typically used in sulfolane based processes
(1:1.5).6 DES and model naphtha made of benzene and cyclohexane were mixed in
a sealed flask with a constant rate of stirring at 25°C in a 65mm diameter flask with
a 25mm magnetic stir bar. Stirring rate was varied from 400-600 RPM. The organic
phase was regularly sampled and analyzed using a DR6000 Hach UV-Vis
spectrometer with a quartz cuvette rated for 190nm-1100nm. A Beer-Lambert law
calibration at 238.8 nm was made using benzene in cyclohexane ranging from
3.5x10-3 to 0.1 mass% benzene, which is shown below in Figure 30. Benzene has 5
distinct peaks in the ultraviolet range at 238.8, 244.0, 249.2, 255, and 261.5 nm.
238.8 nm was chosen due to it having the best linear fit over the selected
concentration range (3.5x10-3 to 0.1 mass%). Figure 31 shows all the benzene peaks
evaluated for the Beer-Lambert relation. The samples taken from the mixing
experiment were diluted to be in this range. Sampling was done at 5-minute intervals
for 60 minutes for determining mass transfer kinetics. Samples were then taken at
12-hour intervals until concentration of the benzene was constant to find
concentration at equilibrium.
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Figure 30. Beer-Lambert Relation for Benzene in Cyclohexane at Notable
Absorbance Peaks
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Figure 31. UV-Vis Spectra for Benzene in Cyclohexane
The equilibrium concentration of the DES-cyclohexane-benzene system was
modeled in COSMOtherm using the same process as described in Chapter 2. The
predicted concentration of benzene was compared to the measured concentration to
evaluate the accuracy of the COSMO Model. The absorbance measured
experimentally was converted into mass% benzene removal by Equation 5.
% 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑧𝑒𝑛𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙 = 1 − 𝐴𝑡 /𝐴𝑜

Eq. 5

Where At is the absorbance at sampling time t and A0 is the absorbance of the initial
cyclohexane benzene solution. To ensure that the DES components were not
affecting absorbance in the ultraviolet range, a blank test of each DES with
cyclohexane was completed. None of the DES or individual HBD’s had an effect on
the cyclohexane absorbance at 238.8nm.
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3.4 Solvatochromic Dye Measurement, Equilibrium and Kinetic Results
Table 5 shows the polarizability of both DES and HBD on a relative scale where
cyclohexane and DMSO are fixed at 0 and 1 respectively. The DES all have very
similar polarizability with values ranging from approximately 1.10 to 1.20. All
glycerol-based DES have polarizability similar glycerol itself. METPB:EG has a
slightly higher value than ethylene glycol at 1.22±0.02 and 1.02±0.02 respectively.
N4444Br:EG and ChCl:EG are also higher than ethylene glycol at 1.09±0.02 and
1.10±0.04 respectively. N4444Br:Gly has a high polarizability given its HBD. DES
made from N4444Br typically have π* values ranging from 0.98-1.08, with the highest
values occurring at the eutectic point.76 Unlike N4444Br DES which have relatively
consistent polarizability, ChCl containing DES have been shown to have
polarizability that varies significantly with different HBD’s from π* values of 0.82
for ammonium thiocyanate to 1.15 with ethylene glycol as measured here.32
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Table 5. Polarizability of DES and Reference Solvents
Solvent

Relative Polarizability (π*)

Cyclohexane

0

DMSO

1

Ethylene Glycol

1.02±0.02

Glycerol

1.15±0.02

METPB:EG (1:3)

1.22±0.03

N4444Br:EG (1:2)

1.09±0.02

ChCl:EG (1:2)

1.10±0.04

ChCl:Glycerol (1:2)

1.15±0.02

METPB:Glycerol(1:3)

1.15±0.02

N4444Br:Glycerol (1:2)

1.18±0.02

Given the large range of benzene solubility amongst the selected DES (from 0.08g
benzene/g solvent for ChCl:Glycerol to full miscibility for N4444Br:EG), which is
more heavily influenced by nonpolar solvent characteristics than polar, it is evident
that the non-polar characteristics are the main reason for the differences in BTX
solubility in the solvents.56 In regards to predicting DES polar properties from
component properties, for these DES the polar properties are very similar to those of
the HBD for glycerol while the ethylene glycol based DES are consistently more
polarizable.
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The equilibrium concentration of benzene in cyclohexane was both experimentally
measured and predicted with COSMOtherm. The initial concentration of benzene
was between 2 and 10 mass% with a DES:organic phase mass ratio of 1:1.5. Overall
the COSMO predictions for ethylene glycol based DES were very accurate, with
root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) below 1% for both N4444Br:EG and
METPB:EG. The glycerol systems were less accurately modeled by COSMO, with
RMSD’s of 4% for N4444Br:Glycerol and 6% for METPB:Glycerol. At the specified
solvent:solute ratio N4444Br:EG removed the most benzene at 30±1%. METPB:EG
and N4444Br:Glycerol performed equally removing 19±2 and 20±2% respectively.
METPB:Glycerol was the worst performing DES only removing 9±1% of the
benzene from the organic phase. METPB DES performed worse than their N4444Br
counterparts most likely due to the lack of neutrally charged surface, as shown in
Figure 16 and Figure 17.
All solvents performed consistently for initial benzene concentrations below 10%,
with small variations within 1% relative benzene removal%. For the purpose of
estimating the removal of benzene from cyclohexane it can be assumed that the
benzene removal amount is constant at the specified solvent:solute ratio of 1:1.5.
Cyclohexane leaching was also consistent at initial cyclohexane mass%’s varying
from 90 to 99%. COSMO predicted cyclohexane leaching for N4444Br:EG and
N4444Br:Glycerol was 9 mass% of the initial cyclohexane. METPB:EG and
METPB:Glycerol only leached 2 and 3 mass%

of the initial cyclohexane
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respectively. Under the same conditions pure glycerol and ethylene glycol were able
to remove 11 and 16 mass% benzene while leaching 2 and 3 mass% of the initial
cyclohexane respectively.
Mass transfer kinetics were fit to a simple first order equation as shown below in
Equation 4.
𝑒

−𝑘𝑡

𝐶 − 𝐶𝑒
= 𝑖
𝐶 − 𝐶𝑒

Eq. 4

Where k is the time coefficient (min-1), t is time in minutes, C is the concentration,
Ce is the equilibrium concentration, and Ci is the initial concentration at a time of 0
minutes. All concentrations refer to benzene mass% in cyclohexane. Figure 32 shows
a sample of this data at an initial concentration of 2 mass% benzene.
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Figure 32. Benzene Concentration in Cyclohexane; Sample Kinetics for Initial
Concentration of 2 Mass% Benzene
Solving Equation 4 for various measured concentration at known times will give the
time coefficient k. Solving where e-kt=0.5 will give the half-life time, or the time it
takes for the solution to move halfway to equilibrium. These times are useful for
comparing the relative speed at which each DES removes benzene from cyclohexane.
These values are shown in Table 6. N4444Br:EG and METPB:Gly had the shortest
half-life times at 3.5 and 3.6 minutes respective. N4444Br:Gly and METPB:EG were
far slower at removing benzene with longer half-life times of 7.5 and 8.1 minutes
respectively.
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Table 6. Time Coefficient and Half-Life Times for Benzene Transfer into DES from
Cyclohexane at 25°C
k(min-1)

t(1/2)

N4444Br:EG (1:2)

0.199

3.5

N4444Br:Gly (1:2)

0.092

7.5

METPB:EG (1:3)

0.086

8.1

METPB:Gly (1:3)

0.192

3.6

DES

N4444Br:EG has both the highest amount of benzene removed and the lowest half-life
time, however it also has a high amount of cyclohexane uptake. METPB based DES
remove less benzene but also have a far lower uptake of cyclohexane. Interestingly
METPB:Gly reaches equilibrium far faster then METPB:EG, while N4444Br has the
opposite with N4444Br:EG having faster transfer than N4444Br:Gly. This suggests that
mass transfer is not dependent solely on the HBA or the HBD, but rather the DES.
This makes predicting DES performance from just HBA or HBD properties more
difficult, but also justifies the continued use of experimental methodologies for
evaluating DES even if equilibrium conditions can be accurately estimated by
modeling methods such as the COSMO method used in this work.
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Chapter 4
4.1 Benzene Removal from Naphtha Model Methodologies
Liquid-liquid extraction of benzene from cyclohexane was modeled by using the
equilibrium and kinetics parameters that were determined from Chapter 3. These
parameters consistent of liquid-liquid equilibrium data for cyclohexane, benzene,
and DES that were first predicted computationally and then confirmed
experimentally as well as mass transfer kinetics parameters for benzene transfer into
he DES phase that were measured. The efficiency and effectiveness of this removal
process will be used to evaluate how each DES, selected from candidates evaluated
for benzene and cyclohexane solubility, performs compared to each other and
sulfolane (the industry standard for aromatic removal from alkanes). DES pairs made
of METPB:Ethylene Glycol, METPB:Glycerol, N4444Br:Ethylene Glycol and
N4444Br:Glycerol were selected for evaluation. Though light naphtha can contain
other aromatics such as toluene and xylene, only benzene is being considered in this
model as it makes up the vast majority of the aromatics in naphtha. The objective of
the model process is to purify a stream of 1,000 kg/hr of model naphtha that contains
10 mass% benzene using a separation unit that operates near room temperature at
25°C.75 The extraction process was based off of the standard that is used for sulfolane
systems, as shown in Figure 1. This process first mixes the aromatic rich naphtha
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stream with the solvent and then regenerates the solvent and purifies the naphtha
product separately.
Figure 33 shows the process flow diagram for benzene removal, where mixing and
phase separation units are connected in series to purify the naphtha stream. Fresh
DES is introduced into each mixing unit where benzene moves from the naphtha
phase into the solvent phase. Stream naming convention depends on the unit number
in the process where N denotes the unit number (from 1 to 7). For example, the 5th
mixing and separation unit with have stream numbers 5-1 for the naphtha inlet while
the final, 7th flash separation stage will have stream numbers 7-6 for the benzene
product.

Figure 33. Simplified Process Flow Diagram for Benzene Removal via DES
The amount of benzene removes follows the equilibrium and kinetics data from
Chapter 3, given by Equation 4.
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𝑒 −𝑘𝑡 =

𝐶 − 𝐶𝑒
𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑒

Eq. 4

Where k is the time coefficient (min-1), t is time in minutes, C is the concentration,
Ce is the equilibrium concentration, and Ci is the initial concentration at a time of 0
minutes. All concentrations refer to benzene mass% in cyclohexane. All k time
coefficient values are taken from Table 6. The product of each phase separation unit
is sent to the next mixing unit, where more fresh DES is introduced. A total of 7
mixing and phase separation pairs were used, which gives a total solvent:naphtha
feed ratio of 4.67:1 (each individual unit is 1:1.5), comparable to similar sulfolane
units that have ratios of 4-6:1.6 Each solvent had residence times in the mixing units
equal to 2 half-life times, essentially allowing for the mixture to achieve 75% of the
equilibrium value. This is a very conservative estimate of mass transfer kinetics, but
does reflect some of the difficulties of maintaining well mixed units with DES (high
density and high viscosity) that are not considered elsewhere in this model. The
aromatic rich DES stream exiting the phase separation unit is sent to a vacuum flash
distillation unit where the low pressure is used to remove cyclohexane and benzene
from the DES. These units operate at 45°C and 0.01 bar absolute. This removal is
determined using Henry’s law, where Henry’s law constants were determined using
COSMO as described in Chapter 2. Table 7 below shows Henry’s law constants for
cyclohexane, benzene, and HBDs The partial pressure of the HBD in the DES phase
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is far lower than if they were pure. This is consistent with experimental data that has
determined the vapor pressure of HBD in DES at the eutectic point is usually
negligible with vapor pressures 100-10,000 times lower than pure HBD’s.77
Table 7. Henry's Law Constants and Heat of Solvation for Solutes in DES

Henry's Law Constant (bar/mole fraction); 25°C
DES
Benzene
Cyclohexane
N4444Br:EG
0.35
1.97
N4444Br:Gly
0.42
2.41
METPB:EG
0.50
4.54
METPB:Glycerol
0.61
5.53

HBD
7.0E-05
1.7E-06
1.0E-04
3.0E-06

Henry's Law Constant (bar/mole fraction); 45°C
DES
N4444Br:EG
N4444Br:Gly
METPB:EG
METPB:Glycerol

DES
N4444Br:EG
N4444Br:Gly
METPB:EG
METPB:Glycerol

Benzene

Cyclohexane

HBD

0.74
0.88
1.08
1.26

3.99
4.76
8.83
10.36

4.9E-04
1.8E-05
7.0E-04
2.9E-05

ΔG Solvation(kJ/mol); 45°C
Benzene
Cyclohexane
-16.11
-11.81
-15.41
-11.09
-15.67
-10.23
-14.91
-9.43

HBD
-37.22
-46.20
-36.71
-45.18

Partial pressure of each volatile species was calculated by Equation 7, using Henry’s
law.
𝑃𝑖 = 𝑋𝑖 𝐻𝑖

Eq. 7
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Where Pi is partial pressure in bars, Xi is mole fraction in the liquid, solvent phase,
and Hi is the Henry’s law constant in

𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

. For this specifical calculation,

since the Henry law constant are determined using COSMO, mole fraction considers
all ionic species separately. Therefore, HBA’s are considered as two separate moles
for this calculation: one anion and one cation. Change in liquid mole fraction of
volatile species as pressure changes was determined by the total differential of
pressure using Equation 8 and the sum of partial pressures in Equation 9.
𝛛𝑃

𝑑𝑃 = ∑𝑛𝑖 𝛛𝑋 𝑑𝑋𝑖

Eq. 8

𝑃 = ∑𝑛𝑖 𝑋𝑖 𝐻𝑖

Eq. 9

𝑖

Energy requirement for the vacuum flash unit was determined in several individual
parts. Energy required for moving solutes into the gas phase was determined by
COSMO calculation and are listed in Table 7. Energy required for maintaining the
vacuum flash units was based off of industrial rotary vane vacuum pumps and is set
at 12

𝑊
𝑚3 ℎ𝑟

.78 Volumetric flow rate of the gaseous product stream from the vacuum

flash units was modeled in ASPEN Plus using the default Flash unit operation with
the Redlich-Kwong equation of state model.
Sensible heat required for heating the solvent stream from 25 to 45°C was determined
by using the heat capacities for each individual species. Table 8 shows the heat
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capacity of species, which is assumed to be constant. METPB DES values are taken
from literature while N4444Br DES are from the heat capacity of the individual
components. These values are assumed to be constant over this small of a
temperature change.

Table 8. Specific Heat Capacity for DES, Cyclohexane, and Benzene
Species

Specific Heat Capacity (kJ/kg°C)

N4444Br:EG

1.4279

N4444Br:Gly

1.5479

METPB:EG

1.8480

METPB:Gly

2.0981

Cyclohexane

1.71

Benzene

1.25

To repressurize the DES after regeneration in the vacuum flash units a pump is
required. Total work required to achieve this pressure change, Wpump is calculated
from Equation 10, where 𝑣̇ is the volumetric flow rate in m3/hr, ΔP is the pressure
differential in pascals, and F is a pressure drop factor to account for losses in the rest
of the system. F is assumed to be 3.
𝑊𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 = 𝐹𝑣̇ ΔP

Eq. 10
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4.2 Benzene Removal from Naphtha-Sulfolane Reference
To give additional context to the process models developed for DES, a reference was
made using sulfolane. Some adjustments had to be made, such as operating at 30°C
instead of 25°C to avoid freezing of the sulfolane. This reference model was used
with a process model comparison rather than an economic one as a detailed
breakdown of naphtha purification processes that use sulfolane is difficult to obtain
from companies that use some form of the process.
The sulfolane absorption process removes the more benzene from the naphtha
product than any of the DES at a total of 91.4%. However, where the DES does not
leach into the naphtha product in any amount greater than 0.1 kg/hr, sulfolane does
leach into the naphtha product at about 4% of the initial sulfolane mass. This leads
to a final naphtha product that is 4 mass% sulfolane, which is significant. In the
traditional sulfolane process this is removed with a water washing step followed by
flash separation that removes the sulfolane and generates steam.6 In total 260.5 kg/hr
of the model naphtha, cyclohexane, is leached into the solvent phase and eventually
ends up in the benzene product phase.
The energy costs of the sulfolane reference process is between that of METPB and
N4444Br at 176.2 kW. Most of this energy demand occurs in the vacuum flash units
which require between 15.84 and 34.34 kW, totaling at 154.4 kW. Since sulfolane is
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used so close to its melting point there is no significant vapor pressure in the flash
units, and the solvent is not lost to the benzene product phase.
Table 9. Stream Table for Sulfolane Absorption Unit
Sulfolane
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
Sulfolane
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
Sulfolane
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
Sulfolane
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
Sulfolane
Cyclohexane
Benzene

1-1
30
1

1-2
30
1

1-3
30
1

1-4
30
1

2-1
30
1

2-2
30
1

666.7
0.9
0.1

0.0
900.0
100.0

26.7
862.8
65.7

640.0
38.1
34.3

666.7
0.9
0.0

26.7
862.8
65.7

2-3
30
1

2-4
30
1

3-1
30
1

3-2
30
1

3-3
30
1

3-4
30
1

26.7
825.6
43.5

666.7
38.1
22.2

666.7
0.9
0.0

26.7
825.6
43.5

26.7
788.3
29.0

666.7
38.1
14.6

4-1
30
1

4-2
30
1

4-3
30
1

4-4
30
1

5-1
30
1

5-2
30
1

666.7
0.9
0.0

26.7
788.3
29.0

26.7
751.1
19.3

666.7
38.1
9.6

666.7
0.9
0.0

26.7
751.1
19.3

5-3
30
1

5-4
30
1

6-1
30
1

6-2
30
1

6-3
30
1

6-4
30
1

26.7
713.9
12.9

666.7
38.1
6.4

666.7
0.9
0.0

26.7
713.9
12.9

26.7
676.7
8.6

666.7
38.1
4.3

7-1
30
1

7-2
30
1

7-3
30
1

7-4
30
1

666.7
0.9
0.0

26.7
676.7
8.6

26.7
639.5
5.7

666.7
38.1
2.9
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Table 10. Stream Table for Sulfolane Vacuum Flash Unit
Stream

1-5

1-6

2-5

2-6

3-5

3-6

4-5

Temperature (°C)

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow
(kg/hr)
N4444Br
Cyclohexane
Benzene

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

481.3
0.6
0.1

0.0
59.4
29.4

481.3
0.6
0.0

0.0
59.4
20.7

481.3
0.6
0.0

0.0
59.4
14.7

481.3
0.6
0.0

Stream

4-6

5-5

5-6

6-5

6-6

7-5

7-6

Temperature (°C)

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow
(kg/hr)
N4444Br
Cyclohexane
Benzene

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.0
59.4
10.4

481.3
0.6
0.0

0.0
59.4
7.4

481.3
0.6
0.0

0.0
59.4
5.3

481.3
0.6
0.0

0.0
59.4
3.7

Table 11. Energy Demand for Sulfolane Units (Values in kW)
Unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Totals

Solvent
Heating
(Sensible)

0.30

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

2.03

Solvent
Heating
(Solvation)

4.00

3.50

3.16

2.91

2.74

2.62

2.53

21.48

Vacuum
Demand

34.34

33.88

30.55

28.24

26.63

25.48

24.66

203.78

Pumping
Power

0.035

0.035

0.035

0.035

0.035

0.035

0.035

0.247
227.5
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4.3 Benzene Removal from Naphtha-N4444Br:EG
N4444Br:EG DES removed the most benzene from the naphtha feed (initially 900
kg/hr of cyclohexane and 100kg/hr of benzene), at 29.4% of inlet naphtha at each
separation unit. However, a large amount of cyclohexane, approximately 60 kg/hr or
6.7 mass% of the initial naphtha feed, was leached into the DES at each separation
stage. This gave a final naphtha product stream of 484.5 kg/hr cyclohexane with a
remaining 8.2 kg/hr benzene. 92% of the benzene was removed but 47% of the
cyclohexane was leached. The first vacuum flash unit had a benzene product stream
composition of 29.4 kg/hr and 59.4 kg/hr of cyclohexane. The final flash unit had a
benzene product stream composition of 3.7 kg/hr benzene and 59.4 kg/hr benzene.
The mixture of all vacuum flash units’ products stream gives 91.8 kg/hr benzene and
415.5 kg/hr cyclohexane. The total amount of ethylene glycol leached into the
naphtha product stream and in the vacuum flash product stream was less than 0.1
kg/hr.
The energy cost maintaining the low pressure in the vacuum flash unit is the largest
of any of the processes for N4444Br:EG, as well as the other DES. The first flash unit
has the highest cost at 34.4 kW while the last has the lowest at 24.7 kW. The total
energy cost for the vacuum units is 204 kW. The heat input required to counter the
energy of solvation of the solute species is the next highest energy requirement
totaling at 21.5 kW. Sensible heat required to increase the temperature of the solvent
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between the mixing and flash units is only 0.2-0.3 kW per unit, totally at 2 kW.
Pumping costs are far lower at less than 0.04 kW per unit, totally 0.25 kW for all
units.
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Table 12. Stream Table for N4444Br:EG Absorption Unit
N4444Br:EG
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene

1-1
25
1

1-2
25
1

1-3
25
1

1-4
25
1

2-1
25
1

2-2
25
1

481.3
185.4
0.6
0.1

0.0
0.0
900.0
100.0

0.0
0.0
840.6
70.5

481.3
185.4
60.0
29.5

481.3
185.4
0.6
0.0

0.0
0.0
840.6
70.5

2-3
25
1

2-4
25
1

3-1
25
1

3-2
25
1

3-3
25
1

3-4
25
1

0.0
0.0
781.3
49.8

481.3
185.4
60.0
20.7

481.3
185.4
0.6
0.0

0.0
0.0
781.3
49.8

0.0
0.0
721.9
35.1

481.3
185.4
60.0
14.7

4-1
25
1

4-2
25
1

4-3
25
1

4-4
25
1

5-1
25
1

5-2
25
1

481.3
185.4
0.6
0.0

0.0
0.0
721.9
35.1

0.0
0.0
662.6
24.7

481.3
185.4
60.0
10.4

481.3
185.4
0.6
0.0

0.0
0.0
662.6
24.7

5-3
25
1

5-4
25
1

6-1
25
1

6-2
25
1

6-3
25
1

6-4
25
1

0.0
0.0
603.2
17.2

481.3
185.4
60.0
7.4

481.3
185.4
0.6
0.0

0.0
0.0
603.2
17.2

0.0
0.0
543.9
11.9

481.3
185.4
60.0
5.3

7-1
25
1

7-2
25
1

7-3
25
1

7-4
25
1

481.3
185.4
0.6
0.0

0.0
0.0
543.9
11.9

0.0
0.0
484.5
8.2

481.3
185.4
60.0
3.8
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Table 13. Stream Table for N4444Br:EG Vacuum Flash Unit
Stream
Temperature
(°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow
(kg/hr)
N4444Br
Ethylene
Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature
(°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow
(kg/hr)
N4444Br
Ethylene
Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene

1-5

1-6

2-5

2-6

3-5

3-6

4-5

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

481.3

0.0

481.3

0.0

481.3

0.0

481.3

185.4

0.0

185.4

0.0

185.4

0.0

185.4

0.6
0.1

59.4
29.4

0.6
0.0

59.4
20.7

0.6
0.0

59.4
14.7

0.6
0.0

4-6

5-5

5-6

6-5

6-6

7-5

7-6

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.0

481.3

0.0

481.3

0.0

481.3

0.0

0.0

185.4

0.0

185.4

0.0

185.4

0.0

59.4
10.4

0.6
0.0

59.4
7.4

0.6
0.0

59.4
5.3

0.6
0.0

59.4
3.7

Table 14. Energy Demand for N4444Br:EG Units (Values in kW)
Unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Totals

Solvent Heating (Sensible)

0.30

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

0.29

2.03

Solvent Heating (Solvation)

4.00

3.50

3.16

2.91

2.74

2.62

2.53

21.48

Vacuum Demand
Pumping Power

34.34
0.035

33.88
0.035

30.55
0.035

28.24
0.035

26.63
0.035

25.48
0.035

24.66
0.035

203.78
0.247
227.5
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4.4 Benzene Removal from Naphtha-N4444Br:Glycerol
N4444Br:Gly performed similarly to N4444Br:EG but with significantly less benzene
removed overall. Each separation unit only removed 22.2% of the inlet benzene
while still leaching ~60kg/hr cyclohexane per unit. The final naphtha product stream
had a composition of 483 kg/hr cyclohexane and 15.6 kg/hr benzene. The combined
total product stream from the vacuum flash units was 417kg/hr cyclohexane and 84.4
kg/hr benzene. The first flash unit had a product stream of 22.2 kg/hr benzene and
59.5 kg/hr cyclohexane, while the last unit had a product stream of 5.2 kg/hr benzene
and 59.5 kg/hr cyclohexane. A total of 84.4% of the benzene was removed from the
initial feed while 46.3% of the cyclohexane was leached into the solvent, and
eventually removed in the flash units. The total amount of glycerol leached into the
naphtha product stream and in the vacuum flash product stream was less than 0.1
kg/hr.
Due to the lower amount of total benzene removed compared to N4444Br:EG the
total energy costs of the system were also lower. The energy cost for the vacuum was
slightly lower at a total of 191.2 kW, ranging from 31.2 to 24.7 kW at the first and
last flash units. The heat input for removing the solutes was also lower at a total of
19.9 kW. Sensible heat for the DES and pumping requirements were significantly
lower than the vacuum costs at a total of 2.2 and 0.24 kW respectively.
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Table 15. Stream Table for N4444Br:Gly Absorption Unit
N4444Br:Gly
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
N4444Br
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene

1-1
25
1

1-2
25
1

1-3
25
1

1-4
25
1

2-1
25
1

2-2
25
1

424.2
242.4
0.5
0.0

0.0
0.0
900.0
100.0

0.0
0.0
840.5
77.8

424.2
242.4
60.0
22.2

424.2
242.4
0.5
0.0

0.0
0.0
840.5
77.8

2-3
25
1

2-4
25
1

3-1
25
1

3-2
25
1

3-3
25
1

3-4
25
1

0.0
0.0
780.9
60.4

424.2
242.4
60.0
17.4

424.2
242.4
0.5
0.0

0.0
0.0
780.9
60.4

0.0
0.0
721.4
46.7

424.2
242.4
60.0
13.7

4-1
25
1

4-2
25
1

4-3
25
1

4-4
25
1

5-1
25
1

5-2
25
1

424.2
242.4
0.5
0.0

0.0
0.0
721.4
46.7

0.0
0.0
661.8
36.0

424.2
242.4
60.0
10.8

424.2
242.4
0.5
0.0

0.0
0.0
661.8
36.0

5-3
25
1

5-4
25
1

6-1
25
1

6-2
25
1

6-3
25
1

6-4
25
1

0.0
0.0
602.3
27.5

424.2
242.4
60.0
8.5

424.2
242.4
0.5
0.0

0.0
0.0
602.3
27.5

0.0
0.0
542.8
20.9

424.2
242.4
60.0
6.7

7-1
25
1

7-2
25
1

7-3
25
1

7-4
25
1

424.2
242.4
0.5
0.0

0.0
0.0
542.8
20.9

0.0
0.0
483.2
15.7

424.2
242.4
60.0
5.2
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Table 16. Stream Table for N4444Br:Gly Vacuum Flash Unit
Stream

1-5

1-6

2-5

2-6

3-5

3-6

4-5

Temperature (°C)

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

Pressure (Bar)

0.01

1

1.99

2.98

3.97

4.96

5.95

N4444Br

424.2

0.0

424.2

0.0

424.2

0.0

424.2

Glycerol

242.4

0.0

242.4

0.0

242.4

0.0

242.4

Cyclohexane
Benzene

0.5
0.0

59.5
22.2

0.5
0.0

59.5
17.4

0.5
0.0

59.5
13.7

0.5
0.0

Stream

4-6

5-5

5-6

6-5

6-6

7-5

7-6

Temperature (°C)

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

Pressure (Bar)

6.94

7.93

8.92

9.91

10.9

11.89

12.88

N4444Br

0.0

424.2

0.0

424.2

0.0

424.2

0.0

Glycerol

0.0

242.4

0.0

242.4

0.0

242.4

0.0

Cyclohexane
Benzene

59.5
10.8

0.5
0.0

59.5
8.5

0.5
0.0

59.5
6.7

0.5
0.0

59.5
5.2

Mass Flow (kg/hr)

Mass Flow (kg/hr)

Table 17. Energy Demand for N4444Br:Gly Units (Values in kW)
Unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Totals

Solvent
Heating
(Sensible)

0.32

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.31

0.31

2.18

Solvent
Heating
(Solvation)

3.40

3.14

2.93

2.77

2.65

2.55

2.47

19.91

Vacuum
Demand

31.19 29.36 27.94 26.82 25.95 25.26 24.71 191.23

Pumping
Power

0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034 0.034

0.238
213.5
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4.5 Benzene Removal from Naphtha-METPB:EG
METPB:EG was outperformed by N4444Br:EG in regard to how much benzene was
removed in total, with N4444Br:EG removing more benzene from the naphtha phase.
However, METPB:EG leached far less cyclohexane into the solvent phase, with
more cyclohexane in the final naphtha product stream than even the sulfolane case.
Each separation unit removed 16.9% of the total benzene inlet and leached 13 kg/hr
of cyclohexane. The leaching is far lower than the N4444Br based DES, most likely
due to the reduced amount of neutrally charged surface on the HBA. The final
naphtha product stream had a composition of 808.8 kg/hr of cyclohexane and 28.4
kg/hr of benzene. The lower removal amount of 71.6% for benzene was compensated
by a far lower leaching rate of cyclohexane of approximately 10% of the initial feed
mass. The total benzene product stream from all flash units was 71.6kg/hr of benzene
and 91.2 kg/h of cyclohexane. This combined product stream has a mass% of 44%
benzene, which is far higher than either N4444Br:EG and N4444Br:Gly which had 18.1
and 16.8% respectively. The first vacuum flash unit for the METPB:EG process had
a product flow rate of 13.1 kg/hr cyclohexane and 16.9 kg/hr benzene while the final
unit had product flow rates of 13.1 and 5.5 kg/hr for cyclohexane and benzene
respectively. The total amount of ethylene glycol leached into the naphtha product
stream and in the vacuum flash product stream was less than 0.1 kg/hr.
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Total energy requirements for the METPB DES systems are almost a third that of the
N4444Br systems, mostly due to the lower amount of cyclohexane that is leached in
the extraction phase. METPB:EG had a relatively low energy requirement for the
vacuum flash units at a total of 62.3 kW, ranging from 11.4 to 7.1 kW at the first and
last units respectively. The heat input for solute removal and sensible heat for DES
heating were comparable at a total of 7.1 and 2.5 kW respectively. Pumping energy
costs were nearly negligible compared to the other energy costs at a total 0.21 kW.
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Table 18. Stream Table for METPB:EG Absorption Unit
METPB:EG
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Ethylene Glycol
Cyclohexane
Benzene

1-1
25
1

1-2
25
1

1-3
25
1

1-4
25
1

2-1
25
1

2-2
25
1

438.3
228.4
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
900.0
100.0

0.0
0.0
886.9
83.1

438.3
228.4
13.3
16.9

438.3
228.4
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
886.9
83.1

2-3
25
1

2-4
25
1

3-1
25
1

3-2
25
1

3-3
25
1

3-4
25
1

0.0
0.0
873.8
69.3

438.3
228.4
13.3
13.9

438.3
228.4
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
873.8
69.3

0.0
0.0
860.7
57.8

438.3
228.4
13.3
11.4

4-1
25
1

4-2
25
1

4-3
25
1

4-4
25
1

5-1
25
1

5-2
25
1

438.3
228.4
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
860.7
57.8

0.0
0.0
847.6
48.4

438.3
228.4
13.3
9.5

438.3
228.4
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
847.6
48.4

5-3
25
1

5-4
25
1

6-1
25
1

6-2
25
1

6-3
25
1

6-4
25
1

0.0
0.0
834.5
40.5

438.3
228.4
13.3
7.9

438.3
228.4
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
834.5
40.5

0.0
0.0
821.4
33.9

438.3
228.4
13.3
6.6

7-1
25
1

7-2
25
1

7-3
25
1

7-4
25
1

438.3
228.4
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
821.4
33.9

0.0
0.0
808.3
28.4

438.3
228.4
13.3
5.5
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Table 19. Stream Table for METPB:EG Vacuum Flash Unit
Stream

1-5

1-6

2-5

2-6

3-5

3-6

4-5

Temperature (°C)

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

Pressure (Bar)

0.01

1

1.99

2.98

3.97

4.96

5.95

METPB

438.3

0.0

438.3

0.0

438.3

0.0

438.3

Ethylene Glycol

228.4

0.0

228.4

0.0

228.4

0.0

228.4

Cyclohexane
Benzene

0.2
0.0

13.1
16.9

0.2
0.0

13.1
13.9

0.2
0.0

13.1
11.4

0.2
0.0

Stream

4-6

5-5

5-6

6-5

6-6

7-5

7-6

Temperature (°C)

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

Pressure (Bar)

6.94

7.93

8.92

9.91

10.9

11.89

12.88

METPB

0.0

438.3

0.0

438.3

0.0

438.3

0.0

Ethylene Glycol

0.0

228.4

0.0

228.4

0.0

228.4

0.0

Cyclohexane
Benzene

13.1
9.5

0.2
0.0

13.1
7.9

0.2
0.0

13.1
6.6

0.2
0.0

13.1
5.5

Mass Flow (kg/hr)

Mass Flow (kg/hr)

Table 20. Energy Demand for METPB:EG Units (Values in kW)
Unit
Solvent Heating
(Sensible)
Solvent Heating
(Solvation)
Vacuum Demand
Pumping Power

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Totals

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

2.45

1.38

1.22

1.08

0.97

0.88

0.81

0.75

7.09

11.43
0.030

10.29
0.030

9.37
0.030

8.62
0.030

8.01
0.030

7.51
0.030

7.09
0.030

62.31
0.208
72.1
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4.6 Benzene Removal from Naphtha-METPB:Glycerol
METPB:Gly removed the least amount of benzene at each individual separation
stage at 9.5% of the inlet benzene mass. Overall, the process removed 49.8% of
benzene with the first flash unit having a product stream of 9.5 kg/hr of benzene and
the final flash unit having a product stream of 5.2 kg/hr benzene. Cyclohexane
leaching was similar to METPB:EG at 20 kg/hr at each separation unit with a total
amount leached of 139.9 kg/hr. The combined product streams of the flash units had
a composition of 26.3 mass% benzene while the final naphtha product had a
composition of 6.1 mass% benzene. METPB:Gly was strictly outperformed by
METPB:EG regarding both benzene recovery and final naphtha and benzene stream
quality. The total amount of glycerol leached into the naphtha product stream and in
the vacuum flash product stream was less than 0.1 kg/hr.
Even though METPB:Gly removes less benzene than METPB:EG, it uses more
power. The highest energy cost is also the vacuum flash units, which have a total
demand of 72.2 kW, ranging from 11.2 to 9.6 kW at the first and last units
respectively. The sensible heat required for heating the DES is similar to METPB:EG
at 2.8 kW, while the energy for solute removal from the DES is 7.0 kW. Pumping
energy total is 0.20 kW.
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Table 21. Stream Table for METPB:Gly Absorption Unit
METPB:Gly
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene
Stream
Temperature (°C)
Pressure (Bar)
Mass Flow (kg/hr)
METPB
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene

1-1
25
1

1-2
25
1

1-3
25
1

1-4
25
1

2-1
25
1

2-2
25
1

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
900.0
100.0

0.0
0.0
880.2
90.5

376.0
290.7
20.0
9.5

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
880.2
90.5

2-3
25
1

2-4
25
1

3-1
25
1

3-2
25
1

3-3
25
1

3-4
25
1

0.0
0.0
860.3
82.0

376.0
290.7
20.0
8.6

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
860.3
82.0

0.0
0.0
840.5
74.2

376.0
290.7
20.0
7.8

4-1
25
1

4-2
25
1

4-3
25
1

4-4
25
1

5-1
25
1

5-2
25
1

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
840.5
74.2

0.0
0.0
820.6
67.2

376.0
290.7
20.0
7.0

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
820.6
67.2

5-3
25
1

5-4
25
1

6-1
25
1

6-2
25
1

6-3
25
1

6-4
25
1

0.0
0.0
800.8
60.8

376.0
290.7
20.0
6.4

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
800.8
60.8

0.0
0.0
781.0
55.0

376.0
290.7
20.0
5.8

7-1
25
1

7-2
25
1

7-3
25
1

7-4
25
1

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
781.0
55.0

0.0
0.0
761.1
49.7

376.0
290.7
20.0
5.2
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Table 22. Stream Table for METPB:Gly Vacuum Flash Unit
Stream

1-5

1-6

2-5

2-6

3-5

3-6

4-5

Temperature (°C)

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

Pressure (Bar)

0.01

1

1.99

2.98

3.97

4.96

5.95

METPB
Glycerol
Cyclohexane
Benzene

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
19.8
9.5

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
19.8
8.6

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

0.0
0.0
19.8
7.8

376.0
290.7
0.2
0.0

Stream

4-6

5-5

5-6

6-5

6-6

7-5

7-6

Temperature (°C)

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

Pressure (Bar)

6.94

7.93

8.92

9.91

10.9

11.89

12.88

METPB

0.0

376.0

0.0

376.0

0.0

376.0

0.0

Glycerol

0.0

290.7

0.0

290.7

0.0

290.7

0.0

Cyclohexane
Benzene

19.8
7.0

0.2
0.0

19.8
6.4

0.2
0.0

19.8
5.8

0.2
0.0

19.8
5.2

Mass Flow (kg/hr)

Mass Flow (kg/hr)

Table 23. Energy Demand for METPB:Gly Units (Values in kW)
Unit

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Totals

Solvent Heating (Sensible)

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

0.40

2.78

Solvent Heating
(Solvation)

1.12

1.07

1.03

0.99

0.96

0.93

0.90

6.99

Vacuum Demand

11.19

10.84

10.53

10.25

10.00

9.78

9.57

72.17

Pumping Power

0.029

0.029

0.029

0.029

0.029

0.029

0.029

0.203
82.1
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4.7 Summary of Process Model Results
Of the DES evaluated METPB:EG has the most potential to replace sulfolane based
on the amount of high benzene removed from the naphtha phase and the low amount
of cyclohexane leached into the solvent. Sulfolane removed 94.3% of benzene but
leached 29% of the initial cyclohexane, which eventually ends up in the benzene
product. METPB:EG removed 71.6% of the initial benzene but leached far less
cyclohexane at only 10%, a third that of sulfolane. METPB:EG also used less energy
to achieve these results at 72.1 kW compared to the sulfolane process which required
176.2 kW. METPB:Gly is not competitive with sulfolane and is outperformed by
METPB:EG in the amount of benzene removed, amount of cyclohexane leached, and
in the energy requirement.
N4444Br solvents had comparable benzene removal to sulfolane but leach far too
much cyclohexane to be viable solvents without modifications to the process as
presented. The high amount of cyclohexane leached into the solvent also leads to
high energy costs due to the vacuum flash units being used to remove the leached
cyclohexane from the DES. Given the model assumptions of 1:1.5 mass ratio of
DES:Naphtha in the first unit, as well as assuming that cyclohexane full saturates the
DES, further evaluation of N4444Br should consider mass transfer kinetics of
cyclohexane before serious consideration in a more robust process model or
experimental evaluation.
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Chapter 5
5.1 Conclusions
The removal of aromatics from naphtha is a necessary step in making the naphtha
pure enough for its plethora of uses, whether that be as a feedstock for fuel or plastic.
While sulfolane and other solvents such as ethylene glycol and glycerol are effective
at removing benzene and other aromatics, they have several processing drawbacks
including toxic byproducts following degradation and high operation temperatures.
Thus, this work sought to generate a method for screening, selecting, and evaluating
DES to replace these traditional solvents. A combination of experimental and
modeling tools were used to screen and evaluate solvents to remove BTX from model
light naphtha. Though the procedures used specifically targeted this process, the
methods are applicable to any most liquid-liquid systems that could use DES to
replace a traditional solvent. Starting with molecular modeling using COSMO, DES
were screened to rank possible candidates for experimental evaluation. DES based
on solvents known to be effective at removing BTX from naphtha (i.e. ethylene
glycol and glycerol) were modeled using DFT in COSMO to obtain molecular
surface electron density. This was used to predict which solvents would have a high
capacity for BTX while not dissolving or leaching into cyclohexane (the model
naphtha compound). N6666Br was too soluble in cyclohexane while ChCl performed
worse than the individual HBD solvents. DES made from ethylene glycol and
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glycerol paired with N4444Br and METPB performed well in screening with relatively
high solubility for BTX and lower solubility for cyclohexane. This model screening
process was informed from solvents that traditionally work, but not all processes will
have common HBD components that are viable options. In those cases a more robust
selection of HBD:HBA pairs will be needed to determine candidate solvents.
Once the computation modeling was completed, experimental measurements were
conducted to evaluate candidate solvents and the accuracy of the model.
Solvatochromic measurements demonstrated that ethylene glycol and glycerol-based
DES have different factors that affect the final solvent’s dipolarity. Glycerol and its
DES made from ChCl, METPB, and N4444Br all had normalized dipolarity values
(π*) between 1.15 and 1.18. Ethylene glycol had a much larger range from 1.02 with
pure ethylene glycol to 1.22 with METPB:EG. Solvents with similar polarity had
drastically different predicted performance in regard to BTX solubility (e.g.
METPB:Glycerol outperforming ChCl:Glycerol). Phase equilibrium measurements
taken of mixtures between DES and cyclohexane solutions with 2-10 mass% benzene
demonstrated that the COSMO model had a very high accuracy in predicting the final
LLE if given the initial conditions. Overall, the COSMO predictions for ethylene
glycol-based DES were very accurate, with root-mean-square deviations (RMSD)
below 1% for both N4444Br:EG and METPB:EG. The glycerol systems were less
accurately modeled by COSMO, with RMSD’s of 4% for N4444Br:Glycerol and
6% for METPB:Glycerol.
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Finally, a process model was used to evaluate the performance of promising DES.
While each system removed benzene from cyclohexane each solvent had varying
performance in removing benzene without removing cyclohexane, and the total
amount of benzene removed. METPB:EG performed the best with respect to not
leaching cyclohexane from the naphtha product phase to the DES phase while still
removing considerable amounts of benzene and is thus the solvent with the greatest
potential at scaling up or being considered for more robust analysis. For every solvent
considered the energy costs of removing cyclohexane and benzene from the DES
solvent was by far the most expensive, accounting for more than 90% of all energy
costs. One of the intended advantages of operating at a lower temperature with DES
was lower heating costs, and this was achieved by limiting the process to a
temperature range of 25 to 45°C at the absorption and solvent regeneration stages.
An additional advantage of DES was that none of the evaluated solvents had
significant losses to the naphtha product phase, while the sulfolane reference case
had a final sulfolane product with 4 mass% sulfolane. This process analysis
demonstrates the capacity for DES to replace sulfolane in BTX removal from
naphtha with more mild process conditions.
5.2 Future Work and Recommendations
Future work in applying DES should utilize the methodologies outlines in this work
to aid in the selection and evaluation of candidate solvents. Given the wide variety
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of DES available, and new DES that will continue to be discovered, there should be
a focus on first developing methodology for evaluating the unique challenges
presented by using DES and then evaluation in specific applications. For aromaticaliphatic separation specifically, future works should focus on unit operations such
as the fluid mechanics of the organic and solvent mixing stage and the mass transfer
kinetics of the flash separation stage. At the very least DES of METPB and ethylene
glycol was shown to be competitive with sulfolane and warrants further
investigation. This work was a limited process model and evaluation, and future
works should focus on more detailed techno-economic analysis. Addition case
studies for specific DES should also focus on benefits such reduced risk of corrosion
and life-cycle assessment for determining if DES are truly more sustainable than the
current state of the art solvents being used.
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Appendix A: Liquid−Liquid Extraction of Furfural from Water by Hydrophobic
Deep Eutectic Solvents: Improvement of Density Function Theory Modeling with
Experimental Validations
This work was first published in ACS Omega on August 24th, 2020. It is included
here under the publisher’s open access license and is used with permissions from
all authors.
This peer-reviewed publication focused on the use of COSMO modeling to explore
polarity and hydrophobicity in DES containing carboxylic acids and
tetraalkylammonium bromide species with chain lengths greater than 6 carbons. It
shares much of the same methodologies with this paper and is included as a related
work.
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ABSTRACT: This study outlines the methodology to model hydrophobic
deep eutectic solvent (HDES) interactions to obtain computational results
that accurately represent experimental results of furfural removal from water.
Computational prediction with high accuracy of HDES behavior could
elucidate hydrogen bond interaction in HDES. COSMOtherm modeling
and experimental evaluation demonstrated that both decanoic and
dodecanoic acid-based HDES can remove furfural from water even at very
low concentrations of 0.1 mol %. The modeling methodology considered
salts as independent cations, which were paired with the hydrogen bond
donor (HBD) species. These resulted in computational predictions of
liquid−liquid equilibrium (LLE) between tetra n-alkyl ammonium bromide
salt-based HDES with >95% accuracy of experimental results. The
COSMOtherm modeling methodology strengthens the understanding of HDES by considering intermolecular forces that aﬀect
electron density (σ) of the HDES components to determine the LLE of the HDES-aqueous system. This results in a deep eutectic
phase that has a positive sigma potential (potentials, μ(σ), up to 0.1 kcal/mol Å2) at charge densities associated with hydrogen
bonding (±0.0084 e/Å2). Though n-alkyl ammonium salts ranging from tetramethyl- to tetraoctylammonium bromide were
considered in the computational model, only pentyl- and longer alkyl chains displayed hydrophobic behavior with less than 1% salt
loss to the aqueous phase. However, there was still signiﬁcant water uptake in the eutectic phase (ﬁnal phase composition containing
greater than 60 mol and 12% by mass) for the hydrophobic DES.

1. INTRODUCTION
Deep eutectic solvents (DES) are a relatively new class of
solvents that can optimize a solvent’s physical properties by
complex interactions through multiple solvent components.
DES are characterized by the mixing of two or more
compounds that form a single phase with a lower melting
point than any of the individual components. These
components can be metal chlorides, weak acids and bases, or
functionalized aromatic species. Generally, DES components
are hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA) and hydrogen bond
donors (HBD). Choline chloride (HBA) and urea (HBD) at
1:2 molar ratio was ﬁrst shown to have a deep eutectic
interaction by Abbot et al.1 The DES formed has a melting
point of 12 °C, which is signiﬁcantly lower than the melting
points of choline chloride (300 °C) and urea (133 °C). Since
then, additional DES have been shown to form using HBA of
quaternary phosphonium and ammonium salts along with
HBD of nearly any compound with an acidic hydrogen2−4
Unfortunately, most of these examples of DES are hydrophilic.
Applications for these DES have been limited to organic
systems and gas absorption from dehydrated gas streams.2,5−7
Water can be added to decrease DES viscosity, though
processes that involve signiﬁcant amounts of water can disrupt
© 2020 American Chemical Society

the DES phase signiﬁcantly and change the properties of the
solvents, which includes absorption parameters, polarity,
density, and viscosity.8−10
The physical properties of the DES can be tuned and
enhanced by altering HBA and HBD. This includes changing
solubility and miscibility in water drastically compared to the
individual DES components. Van Osch et al. demonstrated
that utilizing quaternary ammonium salts (HBA) with long
alkyl chains paired with long-chain acids (C8−C18, HBD)
could be used to promote hydrophobicity in the DES, even
though the HBA itself is soluble in water.11 This new category
of DES, therefore referred to as hydrophobic deep eutectic
solvents (HDES), allows for further application to extraction
processes from an aqueous medium. One such application
includes the recovery of valuable platform organic chemicals
from aqueous solutions (whether from processed biomass,
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wastewater, or post thermochemical process liquid).12,13
Furfural is one such platform chemical that can be easily
made through the hydrolysis of sugars in a water medium.14−16
Usually, furfural concentration in wastewater or process water
can be found as high as 1000 mg/L with optimal conditions.17
This concentration varies with the operating parameters as well
as the feedstock used. Furfural often repolymerizes into larger
molecules at higher concentration and hydrolysis temperatures.18 Therefore, the concentration of furfural is often
maintained low. Therefore, several stages of puriﬁcation are
required at the downstream processing. Generally, ﬂuid
extraction processes (such as liquid−liquid equilibrium
extraction or supercritical extraction) are desirable for furfural
puriﬁcation since thermal methods can degrade the furfural or
cause polymerization of the furan monomers.19,20
HDES could be a potential solvent for furfural removal from
water. However, with overwhelmed possibilities of DES
components (HBA and HBD), experimental methodologies
are limited in their capacity to process the enormous possible
combinations of components at varying ratios. Dietz et al.
tackled a small subset of HDES to remove furfural from water
using experimental methodologies and found that furfural has a
4:1 distribution ratio between water and HDES.21 This work is
promising but only covers a small amount of solvents when
considering all the possible combinations of HBA and HBD
that can form HDES. Computational methods are therefore
required to screen and process DES. However, modeling DES
solvents and the eutectic interactions are not straightforward,
as electrostatic interactions along with partial hydrogen
bonding and solvation shells result in complex bonding
networks. Depending on the type of HBA and HBD being
modeled, methods such as the nonrandom two-liquid model
(NRTL) can have errors up to 20% when predicting the
solubility of salts in phosphonium-based DES.22 Multiple
studies have even found that considering eutectic interactions
for DES compounds made less accurate predictions than
considering ideal solutions when using perturbed chain
statistical associating ﬂuid theory (PC-SAFT)-based models.23,24 These methods need adjustments to account for the
hydrogen bonding that occurs in the DES. Studies that have
explicitly incorporated corrections for hydrogen bonding from
experimental data have achieved SAFT predictions closer to
real values.25 However, additional corrections may be needed
since, with HBA and HBD interactions, the electron density is
shifted around the molecules, which can induce various dipoles
that aﬀect even nonhydrogen-based interactions.26 Therefore,
molecular simulations and probabilistic models are required to
evaluate DES solvent properties at higher accuracies. Density
functional theory (DFT) is one such method for modeling the
interactions between molecules by ﬁrst determining electron
distribution. COSMOthermTR is a software suite from Dassault
Systèmes (previously Cosmologic.de) that utilizes DFT
calculations to determine electrostatic interactions in liquids.27
This modeling methodology speciﬁcally focuses on electrostatic interactions as well as hydrogen bond aﬃnities, which is
more relevant for DES, as it represents an ionic bond in the
halide salt as well as the eutectic hydrogen bond that is formed.
Previous studies have used COSMOtherm to predict the
solubility of hexane and benzene in hydrophilic quaternary
ammonium salt-based DES.28,29 Overall, the predictions have
been relatively close with root-mean-square deviations
averaging 5%; however, the modeling methodologies are not
always transferrable among solvents. A successful method for
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reline (choline chloride/urea 1:2 molar ratio) that considers its
unique hydrogen bonding states is likely to be unsuccessful for
HDES as tetraoctylammonium bromide and decanoic acid do
not have the same bonding and intermolecular behaviors.
One of the limitations of the existing COSMO models, and
other DFT models that evaluate electrostatic interactions of
DES, is that intermolecular forces that redistribute electron
density rapidly drive up the complexity and computational
eﬀort. To overcome the limitation, several studies assumed
that electron densities of solutions, noted with sigma (σ, unit
of e/Å2 ), are linear combinations of the component
species.27,30,31 However, the charge densities of these solutions
are not exactly linear combinations.32 The potential associated
with the electron density distribution, noted as μ(σ) and
referred to as sigma potential (kcal/mol Å2), can be used to
elucidate intermolecular bonding. Negative sigma potential
values show energetically favorable interactions, and potentials
at high- and low-charge densities can be used to predict if a
molecule will participate in hydrogen bonding. There are
signiﬁcant deviations in the area associated with hydrogen
bond donation in DES, which will likely to increase COSMO
model accuracy. Therefore, this study will evaluate the
modeling of HDES by methods previously used on ionic
liquid modeling (i.e., separate modeling of anionic and cationic
species in the ammonium salt). These methods are expected to
be more accurate (less than 5% error compared to experiments) for predicting furfural distribution in DES−water
systems. This model will be validated by rigorous experiments
that consider the eﬀect of alkyl chain length on the ammonium
salt and the size of the carboxylic acid.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Validation of COSMO Model Consistency. The
modeling methodology used for this study was tested against
previously veriﬁed models such as the similar COSMO-based
model detailed by Hizaddin et al., which examined
denitriﬁcation of fuels using hydrophilic DES.33 This modeling
methodology predicted lower solubilities and selectivity of
nitrogen-containing compounds such as pyrrole in a DES made
of N4444Br and n-hexanoic acid (1:2 molar ratio). This model
predicted a selectivity of pyrrole over diesel of 123 and a
maximum capacity (determined at inﬁnite dilution) of pyrrole
of 6.1, whereas Hizaddin et al. reported selectivity of 207 and
24.6, respectively.33 In general, this diﬀerence is caused by the
newer model predicting a lower degree of hydrogen bonding
interaction between the solute species and the DES. This is a
result of the newer model recalculating the electron
distribution of the DES components after they have been
mixed together, whereas Hizaddin et al. assumed a linear
combination of sigma proﬁles.33 The result of these diﬀerences
is that Hizaddin’s model has electron density potentials of
N4444Br and n-hexanoic acid DES that do not go below −0.5
kcal/(mol Å2) at positive charge densities, whereas this model
predicts larger values of −0.8 kcal/(mol Å2) at the same
conditions. It should be noted that Hizaddin et al. also report
errors lower than 5% between model and experimental data
sets.33 This shows that models are not necessarily transferrable
between solutions and solvents; their model was appropriate
for their conditions, while the model used here is more
appropriate for evaluating HDES.
Perturbed chain statistical associating ﬂuid theory (PCSAFT)-based models are also commonly used for modeling
the electrostatic interactions found in DES. Dietz et al.
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Figure 1. Sigma potential proﬁles of tetraalkyl ammonium cations, decanoic acid, and dodecanoic acid with respect to charge density.

developed a model for predicting CO2 solubility in HDES.34
Compared to the PC-SAFT model, the described COSMO
methodology predicts a higher solubility of CO2 in a [N4444]+based DES (mole fraction of CO2 at 0.20 compared to 0.14 at
1 MPa and 25 °C in N4444Cl and decanoic acid at a 1:2 molar
ratio). This diﬀerence in prediction is consistent with other
PC-SAFT models that also predicted a lower solubility of
furans in ammonium and nonammonium-based HDES than
those measured by experimental methods.24 Dietz et al. have
reported, using a similar PC-SAFT model, that N8888Br/
decnaoic acid (1:2 molar ratio) HDES has a high solubility of
5-hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF), whereas this model
predicted full miscibility between the HDES and HMF.24
Both of these PC-SAFT models do not consider hydrogen
bonding eﬀects explicitly that occur between both the HDES
components as well as the HDES and the target solute, but
rather use a generic association term between components that
includes all intermolecular interactions.24,34
Conformers of all quaternary ammonium cations were
generated using COSMOconfx. Conformers and their
respective energy compared to the ideal geometry are shown
in Table S1. Conformers are considered as signiﬁcant, when
they have energies less than 4 kcal/mol higher than the ideal
geometry. 35 This is in agreement with more robust
experimental studies that have investigated conformer energies
of smaller quaternary ammonium salts.35 The addition of these
additional conformers is signiﬁcant, as nonideal geometries
may actually have lower energy when interacting with
additional solvents or solutes. DES have been shown to exist
in multiple conformer states even without additional species
being added to the solution.36 The addition of these
conformers does introduce additional complexity to the
calculations but should not be ignored when screening such
a wide range of solvent compositions.
2.2. Charge Density Distribution of Individual
Species and DES. Electron density distribution (distribution
of σ(e/Å2)) is the basis for the equilibria calculations
performed in COSMOtherm, with hydrophobic and hydro-

philic species have drastically diﬀerent proﬁles.32 Electron
density distribution is commonly referred to as the sigma
proﬁle or σ-proﬁle. For example, water has a dispersed proﬁle
over both positive and negative charge densities (±0.015 e/
Å2), while hexane has a sharp peak at a neutral charge density
that quickly falls oﬀ and does not extend beyond ±0.005 e/
Å2..37 The total and maximum values of these electron density
distribution proﬁles are dependent on the size of the molecule,
so hexane has a much higher peak than water (nearly 40 Å2
compared to less than 5 Å2). Water’s sigma proﬁle extends into
the zones associated with hydrogen bond donation while
hexane does not. Similar evaluations can be used to
qualitatively compare diﬀerent molecules before quantitatively
comparing them using the calculations performed by the
COSMO software.
Figure 1 shows the sigma proﬁle of the various quaternary
cations along with the sigma distributions of the DES and their
respective components. The major sigma proﬁle peak for all
species occurs between −0.005 and −0.002 e/Å2 in the
nonpolar region, with longer alkyl chains leading to higher
peaks (as expected since there is more surface area on the
longer molecules). These tightly grouped distributions show
that the ammonium cation has a fairly consistent charge
around the molecule. This can be mostly attributed to the
longer alkyl chains, which have the signiﬁcant surface area and
only slightly positive charges (causing the peak to occur in the
slightly negative electron density range of −0.005 to −0.002 e/
Å2). All of the cations, when corrected for having a positive
charge, correctly lack signiﬁcant electron density at charges
associated with hydrogen bond acceptance (electron density
greater than 0.0084 e/Å2). In the DES itself, the halogen is
what will be participating in the hydrogen bond interaction
with the donor species (decanoic and dodecanoic acid).38
The sigma potentials elucidate additional information about
the hydrogen bond accepting and donating capabilities of the
HDES investigated and their individual components. These
potentials, commonly referred to as sigma potentials or μ(σ),
show how a molecule would favorably or unfavorably interact
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Figure 2. Sigma potential of N4444Br and decanoic acid HDES with respect to charge density. All other proﬁles are found in the Supporitng
Information.

Figure 3. Sigma potential of N4444Br and dodecanoic acid HDES with respect to charge density. All other proﬁles are found in the Supporting
Information.

the y-axis refers to the sigma potential the molecule
experiences when exposed to an environment with that charge.
Each subﬁgure shows a diﬀerent ammonium salt (from N4444Br
to N8888Br) with its respective sigma potential proﬁle, along
with the potentials of its associated HDES. A key distinction
between sigma proﬁles and sigma potential proﬁles is that
charge density in the former refers to the molecule’s charge
density, and charge density in the latter refer to the charge
density of a surface not on the molecule. Thus, high electron
density on a sigma proﬁle would be reﬂected by a peak in the

in a charged environment. These potentials are generally
divided into two regions, the central region that shows
nonpolar interactions (charge density < ±0.0084 e/Å2), and
the outer regions that show hydrogen bond acceptance or
donation capabilities (charge density > ±0.0084 e/Å2). Figures
2 and 3 show these proﬁles along with their molar and massbased averages. All proﬁles can be found in the Supporitng
Information.
The x-axis for all ﬁgures is the charge density and spans both
the hydrogen bonding and nonpolar interacting regions, while
22308
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Figure 4. Stacked δSigma potential of N####Br decanoic acid HDES with respect to charge density; δSigma potential refers to relative potential
compared to N4444Br decanoic DES.

Figure 5. Stacked δSigma potential of N####Br dodecanoic acid HDES with respect to charge density; δSigma potential refers to relative potential
compared to N4444Br dodecanoic HDES.

potentials of DES.27,30,31 As expected from the sigma proﬁles,
the sigma potentials of the ammonium salts (with the halogen
now included) predict that these species can accept hydrogen
bonds but cannot donate the hydrogens that they do not have.
All N####Br species have negative sigma potentials below
−0.0084 e/Å2 and positive sigma potentials above 0.0084 e/Å2.
Lengthening the alkyl chain has little eﬀect on the sigma
potential of the HBA at negative charge densities, with values
ranging from −0.809 to −0.798 kcal/mol Å2 for N4444Br and

positive electron density region and mostly likely a favorable,
negative potential in the negative electron density region of the
sigma potential proﬁle. Each HDES has three potentials: the
potential calculated by COSMO (which was used for
determining LLE), the potential determined by percent mass
contribution, and the potential determined by percent mole
contribution. The mass- and mole-based potentials, which
were not used in any calculations, are shown to compare to
methods used in previous studies that have examined the sigma
22309
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Table 1. Computational and Experimental LLE Combinations of HBA and HBD for Furfural Removal from Water by HDES
aqueous phase
water

HDES phase

furfural

decanoic acid

dodecanoic acid

computationally evaluated

experimentally evaluated

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

N4444Br
N5555Br
N6666Br
N7777Br
N8888Br
N4444Br
N5555Br
N6666Br
N7777Br
N8888Br

√
√

√
√

Table 2. Equilibrium Phase Distribution of Furfural Solutions With N#### Bromide and Decanoic Acid/Dodecanoic Acid
HDES at 40 °C and 1 atoma
DES component

phase 1 species (mMol)

HBD

HBA

HBD

HBA

decanoic acid
decanoic acid
decanoic acid
decanoic acid
decanoic acid
dodecanoic acid
dodecanoic acid
dodecanoic acid
dodecanoic acid
dodecanoic acid

N4444Br
N5555Br
N6666Br
N7777Br
N8888Br
N4444Br
N5555Br
N6666Br
N7777Br
N8888Br

597.1
599.9
599.9
599.9
599.9
599.4
599.6
599.9
599.9
600

53.1
81.6
199.9
199.9
191.4
53.9
78.7
199.9
199.9
188.5

water
453
1698.8
1670 ±
1481.7
1230 ±
346.7
488.6
1380 ±
1251.6
1030 ±

phase 2 species (mMol)
furfural

80b
60b

30b
40b

a

5.7
8.4
8.5
8.4
7.9
5.4
5.4
8.4
8.3
7.6

± 0.1b
± 0.1b

± 0.1b
± 0.1b

HBD

HBA

2.9
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.6
0.4
0.1
0.1
0

146.9
118.4
0.1
0.1
8.6
146.1
121.3
0.1
0.1
11.5

water
9547
8301.2
8330 ±
8518.3
8770 ±
9653.3
9511.4
8620 ±
8748.4
8970 ±

80b
60b

30b
40b

furfural
4.3
1.6
1.5
1.6
2.1
4.6
4.6
1.6
1.7
2.4

± 0.1b
± 0.1b

± 0.1b
± 0.1b

b

Initial conditions used 0.6 moles HBD, 0.2 moles HBA, 10 moles water, and 0.01 moles furfural. Values with standard deviations shown are
experimentally determined values.

N8888Br, respectively, at −0.3 e/Å2. At positive charge
densities, lengthening the alkyl chain increases the potential,
with values ranging from 0.36 to 0.428 kcal/mol Å2 for N4444Br
and N8888Br, respectively, at 0.3 e/Å2.
The HDES themselves have a positive potential after the
hydrogen-bond-donating threshold (charge density = 0.0084
e/Å2) and only display donor aﬃnity after charge densities of
0.022 e/Å2. This diﬀerence between the predicted molar
average and actual sigma potentials is signiﬁcant, as generally
molar averages are considered acceptable prediction methods
for sigma values.30,31,39 The largest diﬀerence between the
molar average and model values occurs in the hydrogen bond
donor region at 0.022 e/Å2, where the linear combination
value is close to zero, and the model value is higher at around
0.1 kcal/mol Å2. This positive potential indicates that for there
to be favorable hydrogen bonding interactions the bonding
species must have an electron density greater than 0.022 e/Å2.
In general, this would mean that the model predicts less
extensive hydrogen bonding on species that are not strongly
electronegative. For evaluating the performance of the HDES
in removing furfural, this prediction of energetically unfavorable hydrogen bonds would also suggest that van der Waals
interactions will be the primary mechanism for furfural
removal.
Variations in the ammonium salt and the carboxylic acid had
minimal eﬀect on the sigma potential of the HDES phase. For
all ammonium salts, the related HDES formed by either
decanoic or dodecanoic acid have sigma potentials within a
range of 0.006 kcal/mol Å2 (such as N4444Br when paired with
decanoic acid compared to N4444Br paired with dodecanoic
acid). Figures 4 and 5 show the sigma potentials of the

decanoic and dodecanoic acid-based DES, respectively, with
each DES’s potential being relative to N4444Br. Each ﬁgure
shows two clear inﬂection points around the hydrogen bonding
thresholds at approximately ±0.008e/Å2. Between these values
(e/Å2 < ±0.008), the largest ammonium salts have the most
negative potentials, but even so there is only a diﬀerence of
0.004 kcal/mol Å2. At charge densities greater than the
hydrogen bonding threshold (e/Å2 > ±0.008), the larger the
ammonium salt the more positive (and thus unfavorable) the
sigma potential. This is signiﬁcant as it shows that simply
increasing the salt’s size, in this case increasing the alkyl chain
length, will not make the HDES more available to hydrogen
bonding (the main mechanism for the formation of the
eutectic phase). The potential diﬀerence between the species is
approximately 3% for each step in alkyl chain length (such as
pentyl- > hexyl) in the hydrogen bonding regions (e/Å2 >
±0.008).
2.3. Furfural Extraction from Water and Salt Loss.
LLE were modeled for systems of HDES made from decanoic
and dodecanoic acid using N4444Br to N8888Br, at a 1:3 molar
ratio. These were mixed with low concentration furfural
solutions. Table 1 shows how each system was evaluated, and
Table 2 shows the ﬁnial equilibrium reached in each system. In
all systems, there is a two-phase distribution. Generally, phase
1 refers to the HDES-rich phase (mostly nonpolar), and phase
2 refers to the water-rich phase (mostly polar). N4444 and N5555
systems, when paired with either acid, do not keep their
eutectic ratios as more of the ammonium salt moves into the
aqueous phase than the carboxylic acid does. N4444Br and
decanoic acid are at a 1:11.2 ratio and N5555Br and decanoic
acid are at a 1:7.4 ratio in their respective nonaqueous phases.
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of the various geometric conformers that may appear. The
separate consideration of the bromide anion and ammonium
cation resulted in an accurate prediction for the HDES’s ability
to remove furfural from water. This step resulted in a sigma
potential distribution that was dissimilar from the linear
combination of the sigma potentials of the component species,
speciﬁcally in the hydrogen bond-donating region. The HDES
did not display donor aﬃnity until after charge densities of
0.022 e/Å2, well beyond the normal threshold for hydrogen
bonding of 0.0084. Shorter alkyl chains on the ammonium salts
generally reduced the ability to remove furfural form water, as
there was signiﬁcant salt leaching into the aqueous phase.
Future research into hydrophobic deep eutectic solvents
should consider N5555Br as the smallest ammonium salt that
does not have signiﬁcant salt loss in water.

In dodecanoic acid, these ratios are 1:11.1 and 1:7.6 for
N4444Br and N5555Br, respectively. This change in the ratio is
because the ammonium salt has a stronger interaction with
water than with the HBD. This causes most of the ammonium
salt to move into the water phase (more than 70% for N4444Br
and more than 55% for N5555Br when paired with either acid).
Due to this signiﬁcant mixing with water, DES with
ammonium salts with chains shorter than ﬁve carbons can be
considered hydrophilic, and those with longer chains can be
considered hydrophobic (though there is still signiﬁcant
mixing of the two phases, a clear aqueous and nonaqueous
phase).
Though there is little HBA loss in the longer chained HDES,
there is a large amount of water uptake into the HDES phase.
This additional water uptake may be beneﬁcial for furfural
extraction though, as N6666 removes more total furfural than
N8888 (85% compared to 80%, respectively). Another
explanation can be found in Figures 4 and 5, which show
that increasing the ammonium salt’s alkyl chain length
decreases the energetic favorability of hydrogen bonding.
Phase distributions were conﬁrmed using experimental
methods previously described. The calculations were conﬁrmed within ±5% relative error of the results presented in
Table 2. Experimental values are shown in Table 2 with
standard deviations, and computation values are shown
without standard deviations. These results indicate a clear
cutoﬀ for HDES that can be used with aqueous systems with
minimal solvent loss. This is consistent with previous
experimental research, which has shown that DES with
ammonium salts with shorter alkyl chain than N5555 are
water miscible.11,40,41 For N4444Br with decanoic acid, there is a
loss of salt leaching of 0. 28 g/g water at equilibrium. This is
comparable to measurements taken by van Osch et al. using
similar solvents (0.35 g of N4444Cl lost per gram of water).11
Longer alkyl chains drastically reduce the amount of salt
leaching, with less than 1 mol % of N6666Br and N7777Br
leaching into the aqueous phase. N8888Br has slightly higher
leaching, with 4.3 and 5.8% loss with decanoic and dodecanoic
acid, respectively. This increase, despite having the longest
alkyl chains of any of the HBA, is most likely due to weakened
interactions between the HBA and HBD in the HDES. Of the
ammonium salts that do not dissolve into water, N6666Br
extracts the most furfural (85%), though it also takes up the
most water (67 mol %/13.7 mass % water with decanoic acid
and 63 mol %/ 12.7 mass % water with dodecanoic acid). This
is far more water than is predicted by PC-SAFT models, which
predict less than 4 mass % of water in N8888Br/decanoic acid
HDES.24 For N8888Br/decanoic acid, speciﬁcally the modeled
and experimental results match previous research that
measured a 4:1 ratio of distribution of furfural between the
DES and aqueous phases even with less acid, suggesting that
the salt is primarily responsible for furfural removal.21
Increasing the hydrophobicity of the acid lowers the amount
of water in the HDES phase, but has no signiﬁcant impact on
the amount of furfural removed. This was true for both HDES
that did and did not keep their ratios of 1:3 HBA/HBD in the
HDES phase.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.1. Modeling Process of N-Quaternary Ammonium
Cations. COSMOtherm’s TURBOMOLEX module was used
to create COSMO proﬁles for HDES components. These
COSMO proﬁles are the energetically favorable conﬁguration
of the components, whose initial electron distributions are
calculated using the tri-zeta valence polarizable (TZVP)
parameters. The Supporting Information shows the two such
conﬁgurations of tetra octyl ammonium ion before and after
minimizing energy by optimizing geometry that results from
this molecular modeling process (Figure S1). Using the
COSMO parameter (meaning each atom as an ideal
conductor) selection along with the TZVP parameter set the
modeled molecules are considered as ideal conductor where
electron density can move across the molecules’ surface. This is
preferable for the HDES components, as capturing the correct
electronic nature of the molecules is vital for correctly
macroscopic behavior of the model. This is particularly
important when there is such a signiﬁcant polarity diﬀerence
between phases, such as liquid−liquid extractions (LLE)
between hydrophobic (dielectric constant below 15) and
aqueous phases (dielectric constant above 75).
N-Quaternary ammonium cations ranging from tetramethylammonium, [N1111]+, to tetraoctylammonium, [N8888]+, were
modeled using the methods described above. The central
nitrogen was considered with an SP3 hybridization and the
overall molecular charge was considered +1 for all species (as
they were modeled as cations). This independent modeling of
cations and anion is meant to reﬂect experimental observations
of eutectic solvent arrangement in real solutions.42 Additional
conformers were generated using COSMO’s confX18 module.
A basis set of TZVP was also used for conformer generation.
This module determines the various geometric confers that
exist by performing the same calculations in TURBOMOLEX
but with intermediate steps of adjusting the dihedral bonding
angles. The relative energy of each conformer is then
compared to the original molecule. Similar molecules are
then grouped together, so that even if hundreds of geometric
variations exist, the whole set can be approximated by a few
(<10) unique geometric conﬁgurations. The conformers used
in this study can be found in the Supporting Information.
4.2. COSMOtherm Liquid−Liquid Extraction (LLE) of
Furfural from Water. COSMOtherm’s LLE property
calculation option was used to determine the equilibrium
state of various HDES when mixed with water and furfural. All
calculations for equilibria were performed at 40 °C and 1 bar,
which matched with the experimental conditions. Only

3. CONCLUSIONS
Hydrophobic deep eutectic solvents were modeled using
COSMOtherm software suite. This process included density
functional theory (DFT)-based modeling of the electron
distribution of the quaternary ammonium salts and evaluation
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N4444Br−N8888Br were considered as the lower alkyl chain
lengths than N4444Br are fully miscible in water and do not
form a separate phase readily.43 For each case, 0.6 moles of
acid (either decanoic or dodecanoic) and 0.2 moles of HDES
(0.2 moles of [N####]+ along with 0.2 moles of [Br]−) were
considered Phase 1, and 10 moles of water with 0.01 moles of
furfural were considered Phase 2. This low concentration of
furfural was selected to mimic experimental measurements of
furfural in treated wastewaters.17 The COSMO proﬁles of all
acids, water, and furfural were all extracted from the COSMO
TVZP molecular library. Both acids were considered with ﬁve
conformers, while furfural had two conformers. Extended
options of 500 000 iterations (though most converged in less
than 1000 and all converged before 100 000) and a desired
convergence threshold of 1×10−6 was used for all LLE
calculations (convergence refers to a relative change in
concentrations between calculation iterations).
4.3. Experimental Determination of Liquid−Liquid
Extraction (LLE) of Furfural from Water. Phase equilibria
between HDES and furfural solutions were determined by the
mixing of the two individual phases into a centrifuge tube that
was kept at 40 °C in a water bath at atmospheric pressure.
HDES were prepped from N4444Br, N6666Br, and N8888Br and
decanoic and dodecanoic acid combinations at a 1:3 molar
ratio, as shown in Table 1. This ratio of 1:3 for salt/acid was
selected to minimize salt leach into the aqueous phase.11
Additionally, previous works have shown that hydrophobic
DES have strong melting point depressions even outside the
ideal eutectic ratio.44 Osch et al. have also noted in previous
works that increasing the amount of carboxylic acid in HDES
can extend HDES life when regenerating after extraction has
been ﬁnished.45 All chemicals were purchased from Fisher
Scientiﬁc (Hampton, NH). The samples were allowed to mix
for 4 h before analysis by ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis).
Furfural concentration in the aqueous phase was determined
by UV−vis using a Hach DR6000 UV−vis spectrometer
(Loveland, CO). The water capacity of the HDES was
determined through the addition of 100 μL of water into a
known mass of HDES, also at 40 °C. The HDES was
considered saturated when there was a visible clear aqueous
phase, which would appear below the HDES phase. The
mixture was allowed 30 min between water additions to come
to equilibrium, though most solutions seemed to visually
separate after saturation within a minute. All experimental
samples were kept in a desiccator and covered in plastic ﬁlm to
prevent the uptake of atmospheric moisture. All experimental
conditions were completed in triplicates. Table 1 shows all
solvent combinations evaluated using computational modeling
and experimental methods. All combinations are at a 1:3 molar
ratio between HBA and HBD.
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Appendix B: Systems Analysis of SO2-CO2 Co-Capture from a Post-Combustion
Coal-Fired Power Plant in Deep Eutectic Solvents
This work was first published in MDPI’s Energies on January 16th, 2020. It is
included here under the publisher’s open access license and is used with
permissions from all authors.
This peer-reviewed publication focused on applying common DES to remove both
SO2 and CO2 from flue gas following combustion in a coal fired power plant.
COSMO modeling, experimental measures, and a systems model were used to find
the impact of Henry’s Law constants and other physical properties on the feasibility
of using METPB:EG and ChCl:Urea as gas absorbents. It shares much of the same
methodology as this paper and is included as a related work.
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Abstract: In this study, CO2 and SO2 captures from post-combustion flue gas from a pulverized
coal-fired power plant were evaluated using deep eutectic solvents (DES) to replace existing
mono-ethanol amine (MEA) and CanSolv technologies. The system design of the DES-based
CO2 and SO2 capture was based on the National Energy Technology Laboratory’s (NETL) 550 MWe
pulverized coal-fired power plant model using Illinois #06 coal. Two of the most studied DES
(choline chloride and urea at a 1:2 molar ratio and methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide (METPB)
and ethylene glycol at a 1:3 molar ratio) for CO2 and SO2 capture were evaluated for this system
analysis. Physical properties of DES were evaluated using both density functional theory (DFT)-based
modeling as well as with documented properties from the literature. A technoeconomic assessment
(TEA) was completed to assess DES ability to capture CO2 and SO2 . Both solvents were able to fully
dissolve and capture all SO2 present in the flue gas. It was also found from the system analyses
that choline chloride and urea outperformed METPB and ethylene glycol (had a lower final cost)
when assessed at 10–30% CO2 capture at high operating pressures (greater than 10 bar). At high
system sizes (flow rate of greater than 50,000 kmoles DES per hour), choline chloride:urea was more
cost effective than METPB:ethylene glycol. This study also establishes a modeling framework to
evaluate future DES for physical absorption systems by both thermophysical and economic objectives.
This framework can be used to greatly expedite DES candidate screening in future studies.
Keywords: carbon capture; deep eutectic solvent; techno-economic analysis

1. Introduction
Carbon capture from post combustion coal-fired power plants and processing facilities will be vital
in reducing the amount of greenhouse gases emitted by the energy sector in the U.S. State-of-the-art
carbon dioxide (CO2 ) capture technologies have been primarily focused around amine-based solvents,
which accounts for more than 30% capital costs at 700 Million USD (2011) for a 550 MWe power
plants [1,2]. This additional cost for carbon capture reduces power plant overall efficiency from 39.0% to
31.2% [1,2]. Moreover, monoethanolamine (MEA), as well as other amine-based solvents, can degrade
from a variety of contaminants found in gas, such as SOx or NOx , or through thermal degradation [3,4].
Furthermore, unfavorable side reactions can occur that severely reduce the selectivity of the solvent by
causing precipitation or forming inert species that reduce the overall effectiveness of the carbon capture
process [5]. The replacement of the amine-based solvents can account for an additional 10% increase of
CO2 capture cost [1,2,6]. Moving to a physical absorption process with a solvent that does not react
with the common oxygenated species (oxygen, CO2 , SOx , etc.) found in flue gas can greatly reduce the
cost of carbon capture from both power plants and other industrial processes that produce CO2 .
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Deep eutectic solvents (DES) are a class of unique solvents comprised with hydrogen bond donors
(HBD) and hydrogen bond acceptors (HBA), which minimizes melting points as well as influence other
physical and chemical properties of individual substances [7]. Various DES including choline chloride
and urea (ChCl:Urea at a 1:2 molar ratio) and methyltriphenylphosphonium bromide and ethylene
glycol (METPB:EG at a 1:3 molar ratio) have been reported to be effective for CO2 capture [7–11].
At pressures below 10 bar, ChCl-based DES have been shown to dissolve CO2 at proportions of up
to 0.3 moles CO2 per kg of solvent via physical absorption [12]. Chen et al. demonstrated that even
simple DES pairs made of dihydric butanols and propanols are able to dissolve 0.14–0.18 moles of
CO2 per kg of solvent at 5 atm of pressure [10]. Even a full-scale evaluation of DES has recently been
completed on the upgrading of biogas and a review of CO2 removal from gas [13,14]. Chunya et al.
found that certain DES can outperform dimethyl ether of polyethylene glycol for biogas upgrading, but
that the system was highly sensitive to the viscosity of the selected solvent [13]. Other DES, as well as
ionic liquids, have also been shown to capture SO2 at an even lower pressures with higher selectivities
than CO2 [15–17]. In the case of flue gas remediation, separate processes are used to remove SO2 (FGD
unit) and CO2 (carbon capture unit), where a DES-based solvent process could remove both gases in a
single process. Though these various studies show promising results in regard to utilizing DES as a
more efficient solvent, they are not able to be applied outside of the specific DES that were studied.
The field of deep eutectics is both promising and difficult as there are nearly infinite combinations of
HBAs and HBDs that can synergistically interact. More advanced screening and evaluations tools
must be established, else efforts and resources will be spent fruitlessly on investigating solvents that
could be ruled out as ineffective early on in a study.
To the authors’ knowledge, no study on the economic viability of DES for SO2 -CO2 capture in
a powerplant has been reported. Therefore, basic conclusions on a DES absorption system viability
or more complex points such as system sensitivity to thermophysical parameters cannot be made.
Furthermore, as the discovery and documentation of DES continues, it is necessary to set thresholds
that must be met to achieve an economically feasible process using DES. This study aims to both
evaluate currently known and documented DES for SO2 -CO2 capture from a 550 MWe powerplant as
well as establish the required thermophysical properties thresholds that must be met to consider a DES
for further evaluation as a SO2 -CO2 solvent. Choline chloride and urea at a 1:2 molar ratio and METPB
and ethylene glycol at a 1:3 molar ratio were considered as the baseline solvents for evaluating this
study. Both solvent combinations have been studied extensively and have relatively well documents
thermophysical properties [8,18]. This study seeks to establish the basis for evaluating DES in physical
absorption processes through both fundamental equations as well as an economic analysis framework.
Both of these components will be useful for preliminary screening of future DES, as manual evaluation
without some sort of framework would be extremely tedious and wasteful.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Characteristics of Flue Gas and Baseline Process
The properties inlet flue gas stream for this process was adopted from a model evaluation
of power plants performed by the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) in order to
compare the DES-based absorption system with the current technology [2]. This evaluation included a
technoeconomic assessment of various power plant configurations, and case study B11B (550 MWe,
pulverized coal, subcritical powerplant with carbon capture) serves as the baseline for this study [2].
The flue gas stream has a mass flow rate of 2,687,126 kg/hr, with a mass composition of 0.88% argon,
13.76% CO2 , 8.31% water, 73.45% N2 , 3.4% O2 , and 0.2% SO2 . SO2 is removed via a wet flue gas
desulphurization (FGD) process using a calcium spray that forms gypsum. The SO2 deficient gas is
then sent to a carbon removal unit. The carbon rich flue gas a dual-stage absorption-stripper system
that uses chemical absorption (MEA-based) to remove the CO2 . Overall the baseline system removes
more than 99.9% of SO2 and approximately 90% of the CO2 . The flue gas stream that enters this eutectic
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solvation process is taken before either of the flue gas treatment processes, and as such enters at 143 ◦ C
and atmospheric pressure.
2.2. Modeling of Deep Eutectic Solvents
Thermophysical properties of DES are not always readily available yet required for the system
analysis. Molecular modeling using various software that utilize density functional theory (DFT)
can be used in substitution of experiments to estimate these properties. A density function theory
(DFT)-based molecular modelling software, CosmoTherm, was used in this study to model DES and
estimate thermophysical properties for the DES. CosmoTherm’s TmoleX module was used to create
COSMO profiles for DES components. The choline cation as well as the methyltriphenylphosphonium
cation were modeled using the Tri-Zeta Valence Polarizable (TZVP) parameters. COSMO profiles
of DES are the energetically favorable configuration of the components. TZVP parameter set was
selected as it is more flexible and precise when considering electrostatic interactions between molecules.
By using the COSMO parameter selection along with the TZVP parameter set, the modeled DES
molecules are considered as ideal conductors. On the other hand, chloride, bromide, urea, CO2 , and
SO2 molecules were used from COSMO’s existing TZVP library. This allows the DES components to
capture the correct electronic nature that reflects DESs’ macroscopic behavior such as gas absorption.
COSMOThermx18’s gas solubility option was used for determining Henry’s law constants [19,20].
Modeled parameters, as well as other parameters taken from the literature, are shown in Table 1.
Though all properties in Table 1 were modeled for this study, those found in the literature supported
by experimental data were used preferably when available, with modeled parameters filling in gaps
between or beyond the reported experimental conditions [18,21,22].
Table 1. DES Solvent Properties from the Literature and COSMO.
Variable
C
(Component Moles/Mol Solvent)
Molar Mass of DES
(kg/kmol)
Thermal Demand
(kj/kg)
H(CO2 )
(bar/mole frac)
P
(kg/m3 )

METPB:EG

ChCl:Urea

4

3

543

260

44.2 [22]

24.2 [21]

169

175 [18]

1240

1186 [21]

2.3. Process Model for CO2 Absorption
Dual-Stage DES-Based Absorption System
Both DES selected for this study readily dissolve SO2 more selectively than CO2 , even when the
flue gas containing only 0.2 vol% SO2 compared to 13.76 vol% CO2 . Therefore, a dual-stage system
was conceptualized to remove SO2 prior to CO2 from the flue gas. This would also allow the gas
capture system to replace the CanSolv system from the NETL model that is used to capture SO2 before
the flue gas is sent to the carbon capture unit [2]. The simplified layout of this design is shown in
Figure 1, while a detailed layout with heat recovery units is shown in Figure 2. For the purpose of a
preliminary screening model, two major assumptions were made:
1.
2.

Henry’s law is valid for all absorption and desorption steps. This is justified by keeping the
mole% of SO2 and CO2 below 3%.
Absorber 2 operates at twice the pressure of absorber 1. This ratio was selected as it was found to
be the most efficient in regards to energy demand over a wide variety of CO2 removal rates.
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Figure 2. Process diagram for CO2 and SO2 capture using a two-stage absorption system.
Figure 2. Process diagram for CO2 and SO2 capture using a two-stage absorption system.
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D is the moles CO dissolved in the solvent per hour, P is the pressure in the second absorber
where, Nco
2
2
in bar, H is the Henry’s law constant inbar/(mole frac), C is the total number of components per mole
0 is the number of
of DES (#HBA + #HBD), NDES is the number of moles of DES used per hour, Nco
2
G
total
moles of CO2 in the feed gas, and N
is the total moles of gas in the feed stream. This is simply a
Henry’s law constant calculation that is expanded for a two-stage system in series. Note that pressure
in Equations (1)–(3) refer to the pressure in absorber 2, as it will be consistent with all references to the
two-stage absorption model unless otherwise stated. These methodologies will focus primarily on
CO2 removal efficiency, as both DES remove more than 99% of SO2 even at low temperatures and low
pressures. This assumption is further validated by extensive literature covering absorption phenomena
of SO2 into various DES [11,15,23].
1. Gas Compression and Drying
The feed flue gas used was consistent with that used by NETL’s 550MW model plant with
approximately 90,000 kmoles of flue gas per hour—of which, 13.76% is CO2 [2]. As CO2 absorption is a
physisorption process, flue gas needs to be compressed prior to entering the absorption column, whereas
the state-of-the-art system (e.g., CanSolv) does not require a compressed feed. The required pressure is
determined from Equations (1)–(3) through iterative numerical solution methods. ASPEN Plus V9 was
used to model the number, cost, and duty/power requirement of the compressors needed to achieve
the desired operating conditions (the pressure of each absorber unit). Consistent with those designed
in the NETL model, the compressors modeled here had mechanical and thermal efficiencies of 97%
and 89%, respectively [2]. ASPEN modeling was completed using the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK)
property set with default binary interaction parameters. Compression was simulated using the default
compressor module using the Polytropic ASME method. Equation (4) shows the power required for
compression as a function of operation pressure (which is the pressure in the second absorber).

Pc(kw) = 10

(− 1.4
P +5.4)

 D

 Nco2

+  0 × 14, 400
Nco2

(4)

D is the moles CO removed from the feed stream per hour,
where, Pc is the compressor power, Nco
2
2
0 is the number of moles of CO in the feed
P is the pressure in the second absorber in bar, and Nco
2
2
gas. The constants in this equation are based off of both the NETL case B11B and ASPEN compressor
model [19]. This includes compression of the final product CO2 gas, which is also done in the
state-of-the-art system. For a simplified estimation of gas cooling demand, it is assumed that the
power required to cool the gas is twice that of the compression power, which was determined from the
ASPEN simulations. Heat is recovered from the compressor outlets through heat exchangers that heat
various other streams in the system. Figure 2 shows these heat recovery steps. Following compression
of the gas, a solid sorbent is used to dry the feed gas in order to preserve the DES solvent, as both DES
are hygroscopic [7,24,25]. This unit is modeled as multiple cycled packed bed reactors where overall
system performance is considered as constant, and the regeneration energy of the sorbent is assumed
to be the latent heat of vaporization of water at atmospheric conditions. Heat duties for both flue
and product gases cooling and drying were calculated but found insignificant (at least two orders of
magnitude lower) when compared to the other heating duties of the process and the power required
for compression and free water removal.
Following the compression and drying process, the feed gas is fed at the specified pressure and
◦
65 C into the first absorber system. Approximately 93% of the water is removed in the compression
process, and overall 99.8% of water is removed before the first absorber by using a desiccator. This results
in a flow rate of 9 kmoles water per hour into the absorber unit, which is more than 5000 times lower
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than the mass flow rate of the DES. Water removal from the DES was not approximated in this analysis
since its flow rate was so low and existing literature has concluded that water does not react with the
DES examined here, though it can impact thermophysical properties at very high mole fractions [18,21].
2. DES Pumping and Heating
In the process modelling, DES are considered incompressible fluids at constant densities. There is
minor change in density over the examined temperature range (25–100 ◦ C) and pressure range (1–50
bar) observed in the literature, but this has minor impact on the overall cost analysis of the system in
regards to pumping power [26]. Compression and pumping power required for the DES was calculated
using Equation (5).
15.3 × P
Pp (kW) = NDES × MMDES × g ×  3,600,000 kWs 
(5)
MWhr

where, Pp is the pumping power in kW, P is the pressure in the second absorber in bar, NDES is the
number of moles of DES used per hour, MMDES is the molecular mass of DES in kg/mole, and g is
gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2 ). For the selected DES, an operation temperature ranging from
25 to 85 ◦ C was sufficient for solvent regeneration. It is assumed that heat capacities of the DES are
constant over the regeneration temperature range. Equation (6) and (7) are used to calculate solvent
heating and cooling demand, respectively.
.

Qheat (kw) = Q ×
.

hr
NDES × MMDES
×
3600s E f f iciency × 0.5

Qcooling (kw) = Q ×

(6)

hr
NDES × MMDES
×
3600s E f f iciency × 0.5

(7)
.

where, Qheat and Qcooling are the heating and cooling powers in kW respectively, Q is the specfic thermal
demand of the solvent in kJ/kg, NDES is the number of moles of DES used per hour, and MMDES is
the molecular mass of DES in kg/mole. The efficiencies for these processes are considered to be 80%,
which is multiplied by 0.5 to account for the dual-stage system that requires the heating and cooling to
occur twice. Figure 2 shows this heat recovery networking. Note that units such as heat exchanger 7,
which have multiple heat recovery steps are modeled as multiple heat exchangers, but for the purpose
of simplicity are shown with a single icon. Heat exchanger sizing, pricing, and optimization was all
completed in ASPEN, using the model parameters as those used for gas compression in Section Gas
Compression and Drying. For the dual-stage system, a counter-current heat exchanger was used to
preheat the cold gas-rich solvent with the regenerated hot solvent. It is assumed that 80% of the total
energy is recovered from the preheating stage. Since this occurs twice in the process the entire system
requires 40% of its total thermal demand as an input (these are parallel heating processes with the
absorption process being in series). Further heat recovery is completed by cooling the compressed gas
streams using cool solvent rich DES.
2.4. Process Economics
Data from the literature along with ASPEN Plus V9 was used to price each individual units shown
in Figure 1 [27]. The energy associated with this operation cost was calculated and subtracted from the
gross plant output. The production cost was then calculated assuming the FGD and CanSolv units
were completely replaced with the DES two-stage system. Equations (8)–(13) show these calculations.
!
 
 log(P) − 0.0352
592
Ccapital (June 2011 USD) = 1.1 ×
× 46.4 × Pp (kw) + 683, 000 +
396
2.8 × 10−8

(8)



PO(kWe) = 606, 000 − (0.321) × 3 × Pc + Qheat + Qcooling

(9)
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Ccapital is the capital cost of the system, PO is the plant output in kWe PP is the the total power
required for all pumps in the system, and P is the pressure in the second absorber (the highest pressure
in the system). Compressor power, solvent heating, and solvent cooling are all in kWe equivalent and
refer to the respectively demand of each operation in the entire process. Gas cooling has been lumped
into the compressor power demand, thus the coefficient of 3 (based on the earlier evaluation form
Aspen that gas cooling was twice that of compressor power across most of the model’s range). All USD
values are shown in June 2011 USD (CEPCI = 592). Equations (8)–(11) are derived from NETL’s Case
B11B [2].
550, 000
PCF =
(10)
PO (kWe)
!
$
PCBC
= PCF × 1, 915
(11)
kW
!
Ccapital (June 2011 USD)
$
Ccapture
= PCF ×
(12)
kWe
563, 000
!
$
= PCBC + Ccapture
(13)
Ctotal
kWe
PCF is the plant correction factor, which accounts for the varying energy demand of the utilities,
PCBC is the plant corrected base cost which adjusts the total capital of the entire plant, with 1915
being the contribution of the base case capital, and Ccapture and Ctotal are the capture and total costs
respectively in $/kWe. Base case capital includes all items not related to CO2 or SO2 capture from
NETL’s case B11B [2]. As the energy demand for the CO2 and SO2 process changes with operation
conditions, the overall energy demand of the plant changes. As such, correction factors are considered
to adjust the plant size and gross power output to account for these demands. It is assumed that these
relatively small changes (usually less than 10%) result in a linear change in operating and capital costs.
All calculations were completed using Matlab2017b. For case B11B, which is subcritical operation of a
550 MWe power plant with carbon capture, the total production cost is 3467 $/kWe—of which, $1915 is
not directly attributed to SO2 and CO2 removal.
2.5. Parameters for Sensitivity Analysis
Sensitivity of the proposed model was evaluated by worsening and improving important system
parameters to evaluate both the importance of those parameters as well as what direction future
works should take in regards to improving system performance. Table 2 shows all values for both
the baseline and adjusted scenarios. All values were changed independently of one another for this
analysis. Henry’s law constant was considered at 100 and 200 bar/(mole frac). This spans the range of
solvents discussed in this study, as well as solvents mentioned in other prominent DES literature [12].
CO2 composition was considered at a range of 8–25%. Though flue gas streams in coal-fired power
plants will most likely not reach concentrations this high, this does allow the analysis to glimpse into
the system’s viability for other applications, such as biogas separation processes [13]. Molar mass
of DES was considered at 200 and 350 g/mol (most DES are combinations of 50–150 g/mol solvents).
Heating demand was considered at 18 and 30 kJ/kg. These values will vary with a variety of other
parameters such as operation conditions and the solvent’s thermophysical properties. While these
thermal demands can reach more than 50 kJ/kg, these changes are still significant relative to the base
case conditions.
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Table 2. Sensitivity analysis parameters; using ChCl at 10% CO2 removal, 20,000 kmoles DES/hour.
Parameter
Henry’s law constant
(Bar/mole Frac)
CO2 Fraction in Flue Gas
Molar Mass (g/mole DES)
Heating Demand (kj/kg)

Baseline

Improved Value

Worsened Value

175

100

200

13.76%
260
24.2

25%
200
18

8%
350
30

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. DES Solvent Properties
For this study, solvent density, heat capacity, molar mass, and Henry’s law constant for both
CO2 and SO2 are needed to complete the process modelling and process economics. A compiled
list of solvent properties is shown in Table 1. This list is a combination of both the COSMOtherm
modeling results and other studies on DES properties. Please note that Table 1 uses thermal demand
rather than heat capacity. This is simply the total energy required to take the solvent from starting to
final temperature in the process (25 to 85 ◦ C). The density and Henry’s law constants are in relative
agreement with existing literature, with the modeled values in this study only fluctuating slightly
from previously reported results, 1185 compared to 1186 g/L and 170 compared to 175 bars/(mole frac)
for model and literature values respectively [18,21]. Henry’s law constant for SO2 for both solvents
(METPB:EG and ChCl:Urea) were below 1 bars/(mole frac). This resulted in computational errors in
Matlab due to the extremely small amount of SO2 left in the gas phase. Thus, it is assumed that all SO2
will absorb into the DES in the first stage.
3.2. Process Design of Dual-Stage CO2 Absorption in DES
Tables 3 and 4 show the process modeling results for METPB:EG and ChCl:Urea respectively.
The most significant difference between the two processes is operation pressure required to meet
the CO2 capture requirements (those set for comparing analysis at 10%, 20% and 30%). METPB:EG
requires less pressure to dissolve the same amount of CO2 in an equimolar amount of solvent since it
has a higher number of components (one HBA and three HBD compared to one HBA and two HBD)
while still having a similar Henry’s law constant. However, ChCl:Urea outperforms the METPB:EG in
net plant output due to its lower heating demand and solvent pumping requirements, even though it
requires more energy for gas compression. METPB:EG has a far higher molar mass and density, and
therefore requires far more energy to pump compared to an equimolar amount of ChCl:Urea.
Table 3. Dual-Stage Model output for METPB:EG system at 10%, 20%, and 30% CO2 removal.
D
Nco

Fraction Dissolved ( N0 2 )

0.1

NDES

Pressure (bar; 2nd Stage)

Plant Output (kW)

Cost ($/kW)

20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000

13.0
8.7
6.5
5.2
4.3
3.7
3.2
2.9
2.6

383,193
373,740
363,433
352,369
340,637
328,316
315,474
302,171
288,461

2771
2814
2874
2948
3036
3139
3256
3389
3541

co2
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Table 3. Cont.
D
Nco

Fraction Dissolved ( N0 2 )

0.2

NDES

Pressure (bar; 2nd Stage)

Plant Output (kW)

Cost ($/kW)

20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000

26.6
17.7
13.3
10.6
8.9
7.6
6.6
5.9
5.3

357,713
345,128
332,296
319,231
305,946
292,455
278,770
264,902
250,862

3019
3100
3198
3311
3440
3586
3750
3935
4145

co2

D
Nco

Fraction Dissolved ( N0 2 )

0.3

NDES

Pressure (bar; 2nd Stage)

Plant Output (kW)

Cost ($/kW)

20,000 *
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000

40.8 *
27.2
20.4
16.3
13.6
11.6
10.2
9.1
8.2

348,454 *
334,553
320,539
306,418
292,193
277,868
263,449
248,937
234,337

3131 *
3231
3350
3486
3640
3814
4010
4232
4485

co2

* indicates that pressure is too high to assume valid Henry’s law or would require a vacuum for the first stage.

The overall sizes of both systems are determined primarily by the Henry’s law constant. Values
smaller than those shown in Tables 3 and 4 require pressures where the Henry’s law cannot be
considered to be consistently accurate. At those smaller system sizes concentrations of CO2 greater
than 3% are needed to remove even the lowest amount of CO2 (10%). It is important to also consider
that these are simply reference cases of well-established DES, and that this process model is to be used
in searching for an applicable DES in the future as new research progresses.
For the total process, the solvent heating into the desorption is the most energy intensive step.
This typically accounts for 20–45% of the total energy demand of the system, with variations being due
to the wide range of thermal demands required to meet the desorption parameters. Solvent molar
mass, Henry’s law constant, and desorption temperature all have a significant impact on the amount of
solvent used and the amount of energy required to heat it to fully release the CO2 . The compression of
the product gas is a significant portion of the overall energy demand as well. These specific conditions
for the product gas are considered to match the NETL process report but changing the specifications of
the CO2 product would have a significant impact on the total process requirements. The total size of
the DES for these particular case studies are relatively feasible (compared to annual production of each
chemical) primarily because these chemicals are produced for other applications such as the poultry
industry or for antifreeze. For emerging DES, it is important to consider the production demands that
would be required for a full-scale application such as gas capture in a power plant.
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Table 4. Dual-Stage Model (Choline Chloride:Urea) system at 10%, 20%, and 30% CO2 removal.
Fraction Dissolved

0.1

NDES

Pressure (bar; 2nd Stage)

Plant Output (kW)

Cost ($/kW)

20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000

17.9
12.0
9.0
7.2
6.0
5.1
4.5
4.0
3.6

393,542
394,394
394,748
394,648
394,133
393,238
391,996
390,436
388,587

2718
2686
2666
2652
2644
2641
2640
2643
2649

Fraction Dissolved

0.2

NDES

Pressure (bar; 2nd Stage)

Plant Output (kW)

Cost ($/kW)

20,000 *
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000

36.7 *
24.4
18.3
14.7
12.2
10.5
9.2
8.1

374,130 *
372,370
370,474
368,446
366,294
364,022
361,636
359,139

2907 *
2894
2889
2890
2895
2902
2912
2924

Fraction Dissolved

0.3

NDES

Pressure (bar; 2nd Stage)

Plant Output (kW)

Cost ($/kW)

20,000 *
30,000 *
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
80,000
90,000
100,000

56.3 *
37.5 *
28.1
22.5
18.8
16.1
14.1
12.5
11.3

367,237 *
364,450 *
361,604
358,698
355,735
352,716
349,643
346,517
343,341

2992 *
2987 *
2991
2999
3011
3026
3043
3062
3083

* indicates that pressure is too high to assume valid Henry’s law or would require a vacuum for the first stage.

3.3. Process Economics of Dual-Stage CO2 Absorption in DES
Normalized production cost and normalized plant output for the METPB:EG system are shown
in Figure 3. This figure shows the output and cost of the entire power plant assuming that the entire
CO2 and SO2 capture system has been replaced with a DES system. Both values are standardized
to the base case of B11B. Capture cost increases and net output of the plant decreases as the system
size is increased from 20,000 kmoles of DES to 100,000 kmoles DES. These values are normalized to
3467 $/kWe and 550 MWe, respectively. Figure 4 shows the relative efficiency compared to the same
case B11B. This relative efficiency is defined as the cost per kWe output. Increasing the size of the
system, and consequently decreasing the operation pressure, decreases the relative efficiency of the
power plant (energy and capital costs increase more than the reductions caused by a lower operation
pressure). A small absorption system (DES less than 40,000 Kmoles) has relative efficiencies above
70%. Tables 3 and 4 show process and economic data generated for both DES solvents evaluated.
Decreasing system size even further would improve these efficiencies by lessening the detrimental
impact of solvent heating demand. As the research field surround DES matures and accelerates, it is
vital that efforts to apply these solvents are done so efficiently. Therefore, this model could be used to
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ease solvent screening. To expand upon this, a sensitivity analysis was performed to determine which
13 of 16
be focusing on when selecting solvents.
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4. Conclusions
Though METPB and ChCl solvents have been studied thoroughly for gas capture, evaluation
shows that their physical properties prevent them from being economically viable for application to
the remediation of flue gas. The Henry law constants and densities are simply too high, requiring
high-pressure absorption systems to achieve even 30% CO2 removal. The framework used to evaluate
these solvents has shown that significant improvements can be made to the overall system viability
by small changes in density, thermal demand between capture and release of gas, and of course
the Henry’s law constant. This framework can also be used to quickly screen solvents for potential
feasibility in large-scale systems using flue gases. Future works assessing system sustainability can use
this framework for narrowing down candidate solvents. Additional work is required for determining
DES that would truly out compete state-of-the-art systems.
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